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INTRODUCTION 
 

Few countries have been on such a roller-coaster ride as Italy. The Italian peninsula 

lay at the core of the Roman Empire; one of the world’s great monotheistic 

religions, Catholicism, has its headquarters in Rome; and it was largely the 

dynamic city-states of Italy that set the modern era in motion with the Renaissance. 

But Italy has known chaos and deep suffering, too. The rise of Europe’s nation-

states from the 16th century left the divided Italian peninsula behind. Italian unity 

was won in blood, but many Italians have since lived in abject poverty, sparking 

great waves of migration.   

Italy, history of since earliest times the history of Italy has been influenced by 

cultural and political divisions resulting from the peninsula's disparate geography 

and by circumstances that made Italy the scene of many of Europe's most 

important struggles for power. 

The Napoleonic invasion in Northern Italy in 1796 marked the end eighteen 

century and the beginning of modern Italy and the Italian Risorgimento (Rebirth). 

With the exception of Germany, no other country was as much affected by the 

Napoleon rule as the Italian peninsula.  

For many centuries prior to the invasion, the peninsula constituted what 

Matternich would call in 1815 “a geographical expression”. Before 1796, Italy was 

dived in ten states: the kingdom of Sardinia (Piedmont); the duchy of Milan, as 

part of Habsburg Empire; the republics of Venice, Genoa, and Lucca; the Papal 

States; the duchies of Modena and Parma; the grand duchy of Tuscany; and the 

kingdom of Naples, which included Sicily. Those Italian states varied substantially. 

Different dynasties and social elites ruled them, and they possessed diverse legal 

codes, economic systems, administration structures, currency and spoke dialects. 

In September 1870, the troops of King Victor Emmanuel II of Italy entered 
Rome. Italian unification, the bringing together different states of the Italian 
peninsula under one government, was complete. The Risorgimento, the 
reawakening of Italy, had reached its climax. However, the creation of the new 
Italian state was neither inevitable nor had it been planned. Although Italian 
unification had taken place, there was little enthusiasm for the new state among 
the Italian people. In 1861, an Italian politician named Massimo d’Azeglio 
remarked to Victor Emmanuel: ‘Sir, we have made Italy. Now we must make 
Italians.’ The story of what follows is of how Italy was made, but it is also a story of 
division and the failure to ‘make Italians’. 
 
The newly created Italian constitution, drafted after unification in 1861, heavily 

favored the North. This caused economic conditions to considerably worsen for 
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many in southern Italy and Sicily. Heavy taxes and other economic measures 

imposed on the South made the situation virtually impossible for many tenant 

farmers, and small business and land owners. Multitudes chose to emigrate rather 

than try to eke out a meager living. Often, the father and older sons would go first, 

leaving the mother and the rest of the family behind until the male members could 

afford their passage. 

A few noblemen have preserved some vestige of traditional dignity as knights of the 

chivalric orders, which are still largely aristocratic organizations, but little else 

remains of their former grandeur. To some extent, it is a sense of historical 

memory, if not continuity, that distinguishes Italy's aristocratic families from 

others, but here we are reduced to generalities. For example, most noblemen did 

not support the revolution of 1848 or the arrival of Piedmontese troops twelve 

years later, and in many noble families a certain oral tradition of these facts has 

been passed down to descendants born in the twentieth century . This is the kind of 

historical knowledge less likely to be passed down in other families. It is also true 

that certain noblemen - being quite secure socially - don't share most Italians' 

obsession with the superficial; don't expect a nobleman to base his self-esteem or 

social status on possession of a Rolex watch. Today, the main distinction of Italy’s 

great noble families is their histories and the titles they bear. 

This book provides am account of the Italian nobility in the post-unification era. It 

challenges interpretations which have stressed the rapid fusion of old and new 

elites in Italy and the marginality of the nobility after 1861, and instead highlights 

the continuing economic strength, social power and political influence of Italy's 

most prominent regional aristocracy. In Piedmont, the nobles were able to develop 

more indirect forms of influence to satisfy their hunger for leadership based on 

something older than constitutions or electoral politics. They remained a largely 

separate group within local society, distinguished by their attachment to the values 

of lineage, military service, landownership, and social exclusivity. This aristocratic 

exclusivity and influence survived the agricultural depression of the nineteenth 

century, before succumbing finally to the devastating effects of World War I. 

Additionally, this volume is to mention some Italian noble families immigrated to 

Africa after the World War II. Nevertheless, we considered mentioning several 

Italians, although not originated of noble families, for their substantially 

contribution in South Africa that were privileged with the title of “Cavaliere” 

(Knight) or “Commentatore” (Knight Commander) from the Italian Government 

for their outstanding performance benefiting others. The official titles  are awarded 

by decree of the President of Italy to individuals who are given this honor in the 

Italian Order of Merit known as the Ordine al Merito della Repubblica  
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BRIEF HISTORY OF ITALY 

 

Map of Italy before the unification in 1860 

Italian history can be said to have started in the 9th century BCE, when earliest 

accounts record the presence of Italic tribes in present-day central Italy. 

Linguistically, they were divided into Oscans, Umbrians and Latins. Later 

the Latin culture became dominant, as Rome emerged as a powerful city-state 

around 350 BC. Other pre-Roman civilizations include Magna Graecia (or Greater 

Greece), when Greeks began settling in Southern Italy in the 8th century BC and 

lasted until the 3rd century BC and also the Etruscan civilization, which flourished 

between 900 and 150 BC in the central section of the peninsula. 

The Roman Empire later dominated Western Europe and the Mediterranean for 

many centuries, making immeasurable contributions to humanity. Some of these 

led to the development of Western philosophy, science and art, that remained 

central during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. After the fall of Rome in AD 

476, Italy remained fragmented in numerous city-states for much of the following 
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millennium, finally falling under different foreign dominations. Parts of Italy were 

annexed to the Spanish, the Austrian and Napoleon I's empire, while the Holy 

See maintained control over Rome, before the Italian Peninsula was eventually 

liberated and unified in the late 19th century. 

The new Kingdom of Italy, established in 1861, quickly modernized and built a 

large colonial empire, colonizing parts of Africa, and countries along the 

Mediterranean. However, many regions of the young nation (notably, the South) 

remained rural and poor, originating the Italian diaspora. Italy wins the World War 

I against its historical enemies, the Austrian Empire. Soon afterwards, however, the 

liberal state collapsed to social unrest: the Fascists, led by Benito Mussolini, took 

over and set up an authoritarian dictatorship. Italy joined the Axis powers in World 

War II, falling into a bloody Civil War after a monarchist coup ousted Mussolini in 

1943, surrendering to the Allies in 1943, so eventually winning the war 

against Fascists and Nazi Germany in 1945. 

In 1946, as a result of a Constitutional Referendum, the monarchy was 

abolished. The new republic was proclaimed on 2 June 1946. In the 1950s and 

1960s, Italy saw a period of rapid modernization and sustained economic growth, 

the so-called Italian economic miracle. The country, coming back to international 

politics among Western democratic powers, joined the European Economic 

Community (which has later constituted the European Union), the United 

Nations, NATO, the G7 and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development. Italy is currently ranked as a major regional power. 

EARLY ITALY 

Human activity in Italy started during the Paleolithic and Mesolithic periods. By 

the beginning of the Neolithic period (c.5000 BC), the small communities of 

hunters of earlier times were disappearing and people started to have agricultural 

settlements, with some stock breeding and widespread use of stone implements 

and pottery. Painted vessels that seem to have been influenced by contemporary 

styles in Greece have been found at Castellaro Vecchio on the island of Lipari. 

 

The Bronze Age 

About 2000 BC, metalworking was introduced into southern Italy and Sicily by 

new immigrants from the east; the northern Italian Polada culture of the same 

period left evidence of strong links with cultures from north of the Alps. During the 

Bronze Age (c.1800-1000 BC), much of central and southern Italy had a unified 

culture known as the Apennine, characterized by large agricultural and pastoral 

settlements; on the southeastern coast and in Sicily evidence indicates trading 

contacts with the Mycenaeans. After c.1500 BC, in the Po Valley to the north, the 
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terramara culture--with its villages constructed on wooden piles, its advanced 

techniques of bronze working, and its cremation rites--rose to prominence. By the 

time of the introduction of iron into Italy (c.1000 BC), regional variations were well 

established. 

The Etruscans 

 

Before the Romans, Central Italy was dominated by the Etruscans, who spoke a 

language of unknown origin. In the seventh century BC they began to build 

powerful city-states with paved streets, sewers, palaces and public buildings. Their 

striking rock-tombs often echo details from houses and other buildings. Some are 

painted with cheerful scenes that seem to reflect a good life: banquets, games, 

musicians, dancers. Prolific sea traders, they absorbed cultural features from 

Greece and the Middle East. In turn, they passed on much to the Romans: artistic 

styles, religious practices, water and drainage systems, the toga, the basic forms of 

the house and temple. 

Of the many tribes that emerged from the millennia of the Stone Ages in ancient 

Italy, the Etruscans dominated the peninsula by the 7th century BC. Etruria was 

based on city-states mostly concentrated between the Arno and Tiber rivers. 

Among them were Caere (modern-day Cerveteri), Tarquinii (Tarquinia), Veii 

(Veio), Perusia (Perugia), Volaterrae (Volterra) and Arretium (Arezzo). The 

name of their homeland is preserved in the name Tuscany, where the bulk of their 

settlements were located. 
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Most of what we know of the Etruscan people has been deduced from artifacts and 

paintings unearthed at their burial sites, especially at Tarquinia, near Rome. 

Argument persists over whether the Etruscans had migrated from Asia Minor. 

They spoke a language that today has barely been deciphered. An energetic people, 

the Etruscans were redoubtable warriors and seamen, but lacked cohesion and 

discipline. 

In the late 8th century BC Greek colonizers arrived in the south and in Sicily; while 

in central Italy and the Po Valley came the ETRUSCANS. The diverse cultural 

patterns of the early Iron Age were further complicated. Historians generally agree 

that Etruscan culture was the result of outside (probably eastern) influence on 

indigenous peoples; the source, degree, and chronology of that outside influence 

remain uncertain. By the end of the 7th century BC, LATIUM and part of 

CAMPANIA had joined central Italy under Etruscan rule. As the Etruscans 

expanded their rule, many city-states were founded by the Italians. 

ROMAN ITALY 

Under the republic, imperium, or regal power, was placed in the hands of two 

consuls who acted as political and military leaders and were elected for non-

renewable one-year terms by an assembly of the people. The Senate, whose 

members were appointed for life, advised the consuls. 

Although from the beginning monuments were emblazoned with the initials SPQR 

(Senatus Populusque Romanus, or the Senate and People of Rome), the ‘people’ 

initially had precious little say in affairs.  Known as plebeians, the disenfranchised 

majority slowly wrested concessions from the patrician class in the more than two 

centuries that followed the founding of the republic. Some plebs was even 

appointed as consuls and indeed by about 280 BC most of the distinctions between 

patricians and plebeians had disappeared. That said, the apparently democratic 

system was largely oligarchic, with a fairly narrow political class (whether patrician 

or plebeian) vying for positions of power in government and the Senate. 

Slowly at first, then with gathering pace, Roman armies conquered the Italian 

peninsula. Defeated city-states were not taken over directly; rather they were 

obliged to become allies. They retained their government and lands but had to 

provide troops on demand to serve in the Roman army. This relatively light-handed 

touch was a key to success. Increasingly, the protection offered by Roman 

hegemony induced many cities to become allies voluntarily. Wars with rivals like 

Carthage and in the East led Rome to take control of Sardinia, Sicily, Corsica, 

mainland Greece, Spain, most of North Africa and part of Asia Minor by 133 BC. 

By then, Rome was the most important city in the Mediterranean, with a 

population of 300, 000. Most were lower class freedmen or slaves living in often 
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precarious conditions. Tenement housing blocks (mostly of brick and wood) were 

raised alongside vast monuments. One of the latter was the Circus Flaminius, stage 

of some of the spectacular games held each year. These became increasingly 

important events for the people of Rome, who flocked to see gladiators and wild 

beasts in combat. 

According to later Roman historians, the city of ROME, founded in c.753, probably 

by local LATINS and SABINES was ruled by Etruscan kings from 616 BC. But after 

the expulsion of Lucius TARQUINIUS SUPERBUS in 510 BC, the last of the 

Etruscan kings, and the foundation of the Roman republic in 509, the power of the 

Etruscans declined as the Romans began the unification of Italy. This process 

reached its final stage in 89 BC, when the right of Roman citizenship was extended 

throughout Italy, with the consequent diffusion of Roman institutions and the 

Latin language and culture from the Alps to Sicily. 

The Roman Empire 

The Roman Empire began effectively in 31 BC with 

the defeat of Mark ANTONY and CLEOPATRA by 

GAIUS OCTAVIUS, a grandnephew of Julius Caesar, 

who later became known as Emperor AUGUSTUS. 

In 330, Emperor CONSTANTINE I transferred his 

capital from Rome to Constantinople, built on the 

site of Byzantium. Italy's administrative autonomy 

was lost shortly afterwards when two dioceses were 

joined with that of Africa to form a single prefecture. 

The loss of temporal power, however, was to some 

degree compensated for by the growing importance 

of Italy as a center of Christianity: starting in the 

2nd century AD several bishoprics were founded in 

addition to that of Rome: in Milan, Ravenna, 

Naples, Benevento, and elsewhere. After 476, when 

the Germanic chieftain ODOACER deposed the last western emperor, Romulus 

Augustulus (r. 475-76), military control of Italy passed into barbarian hands. Under 

the Ostrogoth king, THEODORIC (r. 493-526; see GOTHS), in practical terms 

Italian political and social ties were with the West, in spite of continuing theoretical 

ties with the BYZANTINE EMPIRE. By 553, however, internal feuds permitted the 

Byzantine emperor JUSTINIAN I to regain control. Peninsular Italy was 

administered from its capital at RAVENNA as merely one division of the empire, 

although the Byzantines gradually and grudgingly admitted the ecclesiastical 

primacy of Rome in the West. 
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Popes and Emperors 

 

 

In an odd twist, the minority religion that Emperor Diocletian had tried so hard to 

stamp out came to save the glory of the city of Rome. Through the chaos of invasion 

and counter-invasion that saw Italy succumb to Germanic tribes, the Byzantine 

reconquest and the Lombard occupation in the north, the papacy established itself 

in Rome as a spiritual and secular force. 

The popes were, even at this early stage, a canny lot. The papacy invented the 

Donation of Constantine, a document in which Emperor Constantine I had 

supposedly granted the Church control of Rome and surrounding territory. What 

the popes needed was a guarantor with military clout. This they found in the 

Franks and a deal was done. 

In return for formal recognition of the popes’ control of Rome and surrounding 

Byzantine-held territories henceforth to be known as the Papal States, the popes 

granted the Carolingian Franks a leading if ill-defined role in Italy and their king, 

Charlemagne, the title of Holy Roman Emperor. He was crowned by Leo III on 

Christmas Day 800. The bond between the papacy and the Byzantine Empire was 

thus broken and political power in what had been the Western Roman Empire 

shifted north of the Alps, where it would remain for more than 1000 years. 

The stage was now set for a future of seemingly endless struggles. Similarly, Rome’s 

aristocratic families engaged in battle for the papacy. For centuries the imperial 

crown would be fought over ruthlessly and Italy would frequently be the prime 
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battleground. Holy Roman Emperors would seek time and again to impose their 

control on increasingly independent-minded Italian cities, and even on Rome itself. 

In riposte, the popes continually sought to exploit their spiritual position to bring 

the emperors to heel and further their own secular ends. 

The clash between Pope Gregory VII and Emperor Henry IV over that had the right 

to appoint bishops (who were powerful political players and hence important 

friends or dangerous foes) in the last quarter of the 11th century showed just how 

bitter these struggles could become. They became a focal point of Italian politics in 

the late Middle Ages and across the cities and regions of the peninsula two camps 

emerged: Guelph (Guelfi, who backed the pope) and Ghibellines (Ghibellini, in 

support of the emperor). 

THE MIDDLE AGES  

During the early Middle Ages, Italian ties with the "New Rome" of the East 

(Constantinople) were first threatened and later severed after a series of invasions 

from the west and north into Italy. The severing of ties with the East was confirmed 

by the eventual emergence of the PAPACY and the Italian cities as powers in their 

own right. 

The Lombards 

After the Ostrogoth, another Germanic people, the LOMBARDS, arrived in Italy in 

568. Although much of southern and eastern Italy remained in Byzantine hands, 

the Lombards' control soon spread from the north to Tuscany and Umbria. The 

Lombards were resisted chiefly by the popes--most notably GREGORY I (r. 590-

604)--who acted as de facto political and military as well as ecclesiastical leaders 

and held a band of land stretching across the peninsula that later became the 

PAPAL STATES. By the end of the 7th century, papal resistance had induced the 

Lombards to consolidate their power in northern and central Italy, where they 

achieved a high degree of political unification. Meanwhile, the unrest in the 

Byzantine centers in the south reflected the disturbances taking place in Byzantium 

itself (ICONOCLASM), and popular revolts broke out in Rome, Naples, Venice, and 

elsewhere. Thus by 728 the Lombards, under Liutprand (r. 712-44), were able to 

extend their influence in spite of further papal attempts at intervention. During 

Liutprand's reign, many of the Lombards converted from ARIANISM to Roman 

Catholicism. By this time they were accepting many other elements of Roman 

culture, including the Latin language; their law and administration reflected both 

Roman and Germanic influences. 

The Franks 

The success of the Lombards was temporary. Under the pretense of restoring to the 

papacy its lost territories, Pope Stephen II (r. 752-57) invited the FRANKS, another 
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Germanic tribe, to invade Italy. In 774 the Franks expelled the Lombard rulers; 

Lombard territory passed into the hands of the Frankish ruler CHARLEMAGNE, 

who was crowned emperor in Rome on Dec. 25, 800. The following century was 

characterized by continual feuding between Franks and Byzantines, the chief 

beneficiaries being the SARACENS, newly arrived from North Africa. These Arabs 

originally came to assist rebels against the Byzantine Empire. The Saracens 

remained to conquer (827-78) Sicily, however, and to establish outposts in 

southern Italy; in 846 they launched an attack on Rome itself. The collapse of the 

Carolingian empire in the 9th century, at the same time as the resurgence of 

Byzantium under the Macedonian dynasty, caused a brief return to eastern 

influence. 

The Ottonians 

This constant alternation of power was temporarily ended by the arrival in Italy, 

once again by papal invitation, of the German king OTTO I, who was crowned Holy 

Roman emperor in 962. The Ottonians dynasty fell shortly after 1000, leaving in 

the north a vacuum to be exploited by the local small landowners and town 

merchants. Meanwhile, local insurrections weakened the Saracens' hold on the 

southern coastal cities, although the Arabs remained strong in Sicily. 

The Rise of the Italian City-States 
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In this climate of political and social fragmentation, individual Italian cities began 

to assert their autonomy. During the 11th century an elaborate pattern of 

communal government began to evolve under the leadership of a burgher class 

grown wealthy in trade, banking, and such industries as woolen textiles. Many 

cities, especially FLORENCE, GENOA, PISA, MILAN, and VENICE, became 

powerful and independent CITY-STATES. Resisting the efforts of both the old 

landed nobles and the emperors to control them, these COMMUNES hastened the 

end of feudalism in northern Italy and spawned deeply rooted identification with 

the city as opposed to the larger region or country. The cities were often troubled by 

violent and divisive rivalries among their citizens, the most famous being the 

papal-imperial struggle between the GUELPHS (supporters of the popes) and the 

GHIBELLINES (supporters respectively of the emperors. But despite such 

divisions the cities contributed significantly to the economic, social, and cultural 

vitality of Italy. 

The Holy Roman Empire 

 

The Holy Roman Empire had barely touched southern 

Italy until Henry, son of the Holy Roman Emperor 

Frederick I (Barbarossa), married Constance de 

Hauteville, heir to the Norman throne in Sicily. Of this 

match was born one of the most colorful figures of 

medieval Europe, Frederick II (1194–1250). 

Crowned Holy Roman Emperor in 1220, Frederick was a 

German with a difference. Having grown up in southern 

Italy, he considered Sicily his natural base and left the 

German states largely to their own devices. A warrior and 

scholar, Frederick was an enlightened ruler with an absolutist vocation. A man who 

allowed freedom of worship to Muslims and Jews, he was not to everyone’s liking, 

as his ambition was to finally bring all of Italy under the imperial yoke. 

In his early years he concentrated on reining in the feudal nobility in Sicily and 

southern Italy, imposing centralized rule and bureaucracy that theoretically aimed 

for greater social justice under his absolute control. A poet, linguist, 

mathematician, philosopher and all-round fine fellow, he founded a university 

in Naples and encouraged the spread of learning and translation of Arab treatises. 

From his early days at the imperial helm, Frederick was known as Stupor Mundi 

(the Wonder of the World) for his extraordinary talents, energy and military 

prowess. 
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Having reluctantly carried out a crusade (marked more by negotiation than the 

clash of arms) in the Holy Land in 1228–29 on pain of excommunication, Frederick 

returned to Italy to find Papal troops invading Neapolitan territory. Frederick soon 

had them on the run and turned his attention gaining control of the complex web of 

city-states in central and northern Italy, where he found allies and many enemies, 

in particular the Lombard league. Years of inconclusive battles ensued, which even 

Frederick’s death in 1250 did not end. Several times he had been on the verge of 

taking Rome and victory had seemed assured more than once. Campaigning 

continued until 1268 under Frederick’s successors, Manfredi (who fell in the bloody 

Battle of Benevento in 1266) and Corradino (captured and executed two years later 

by French noble Charles of Anjou, who had by then taken over Sicily and southern 

Italy). 

The Kingdom of Sicily 

Unlike the north, with its network 

of vigorously independent urban 

centers, southern Italy experienced 

a significant consolidation after its 

conquest by the NORMANS. Bands 

of these invaders arrived in Italy 

early in the 11th century. Starting 

c.1046, ROBERT GUISCARD and 

his successors expelled the Saracens 

and Byzantines and carved a 

powerful domain out of APULIA 

CALABRIA, Campania, and Sicily. 

Although the Norman territories 

remained a fief of the papacy, papal 

overlordship became a mere formality in the 12th century especially after 1127, 

when ROGER II united the southern part of the peninsula with Sicily; he assumed 

the title of king of Sicily in 1130. While the Normans were consolidating their rule 

in southern Italy, the papacy and the Holy Roman Empire continued their struggle 

for dominance in northern and central Italy. 

In 1077 Pope GREGORY VII was successfully in making Holy Roman Emperor 

HENRY IV bow to papal authority at Canossa (INVESTITURE CONTROVERSY). 

Later, Pope ALEXANDER III successfully supported an alliance of northern cities 

known as the Lombard League against the efforts of Emperor FREDERICK I of the 

HOHENSTAUFEN dynasty to impose imperial authority over them. Early in the 

13th century the Hohenstaufen FREDERICK II succeeded in uniting the thrones of 

German and Norman Sicily. Although Pope INNOCENT III (r. 1198-1216) opposed 

the emperor and advanced far-reaching claims of political and religious supremacy, 
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Frederick established one of the wealthiest and most powerful states in Europe, 

centering on his brilliant court at PALERMO with its great cultural innovations. 

 

The papal-imperial conflict culminated in 1262 with a papal invitation to Charles of 

Anjou, brother of King Louis IX of France, to conquer Sicily. Charles, the founder 

of the ANGEVIN dynasty of Naples, ruled from 1266 as CHARLES I, king of Naples 

and Sicily. French rule, which introduced feudalism to the south at a time when it 

was weakening elsewhere, was highly unpopular, and in 1282 a successful revolt 

(the SICILIAN VESPERS) resulted in the separation of Sicily from the mainland. 

PETER III of Aragon was made king of Sicily while the former Norman domains on 

the mainland remained under Angevin rule as the Kingdom of Naples. In the 15th 

century both kingdoms became Spanish possessions; they were then reunited 

under the title Kingdom of the TWO SICILIES. 

THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE AND FOREIGN DOMINATION 
 

 

After 1300 both the papacy and the Holy Roman Empire turned their attention 

away from Italy. The emperors concentrated on German affairs while the popes 

met increasing resistance especially from the French as they tried to assert their 

authority in Europe. For much of the 14th century the papacy was situated at 

Avignon, in southern France. 

The weakening of papal and imperial authority accompanied great intellectual 

changes in Italy. An intellectual revival, stimulated in part by the freer atmosphere 

of the cities and in part by the rediscovery of ancient Greek and Latin writings, gave 

rise to the humanist attitudes and ideas that formed the basis of the 

RENAISSANCE. About the same time, many of the communal governments of the 
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city-states fell under the rule of dictators called signori, who curbed their 

factionalism and became hereditary rulers. In Milan the VISCONTI family rose to 

power in the 13th century, to be succeeded by the SFORZA family in the mid-15th 

century, a few decades after the MEDICI family had seized control of Florence. 

Meanwhile the ESTE family ruled Ferrara from the 13th through the 16th century. 

Although they subverted the political institutions of the communes, the signori 

(who became known as Principi, with royal titles) were instrumental in advancing 

the cultural and civic life of Renaissance Italy. Under the patronage of the Medici, 

for example, Florence became the most magnificent and prestigious center of the 

arts in Italy. During the 14th and 15th centuries, Italian thought and style 

influenced all Europe. 

As the larger cities expanded into the surrounding countryside, absorbing many of 

the smaller cities, they involved themselves in the complex international politics of 

the age. The frequent wars between city-states brought to Italy the mercenary 

leaders known as the CONDOTTIERI and ultimately resulted in foreign 

intervention. In 1494, CHARLES VIII of France invaded Italy (ITALIAN WARS), 

signaling the beginning of a period of foreign occupation that lasted until the 19th 

century. By 1550 almost all Italy had been subjugated by the Habsburg ruler 

CHARLES V, who was both Holy Roman emperor and king of Spain; when Charles 

abdicated in 1555-56, dividing the Habsburg territories between his brother 

Emperor FERDINAND I and his son PHILIP II of Spain, Italy was part of the 

latter's inheritance. Spain remained the dominant power in Italy until Austria 

replaced it after the War of the SPANISH SUCCESSION (1701-14). 

In the 18th century some areas of Italy achieved independence. SAVOY (the 

Kingdom of Sardinia after 1720) annexed SARDINIA and portions of LOMBARDY; 

in 1735 the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies became an independent monarchy under 

the junior branch of the Spanish Bourbon dynasty. Italy itself, however, no longer 

played a central role in European politics. 
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ITALIAN UNIFICATION 

 

In the 18th century, as in the Renaissance, intellectual changes began to break 

down traditional values and institutions. Enlightenment ideas from France and 

Britain spread rapidly, and from 1789 the French Revolution excited liberal 

Italians. 

By 1850 Great Britain, France and Russia were the three major powers in Europe. 

However, the forthcoming unification of Germany and Italy was to change the face 

of Europe dramatically. In the last three decades of the 19th Century Europe 

entered a period of major economic, social, political and cultural change. The 

second Industrial Revolution brought about scientific and technological advances 

and the arrival of steel and electricity transformed manufacturing. 

Cities grew rapidly, political parties developed and the age of mass politics came 

into being. The creation of socialist parties and socialists were being elected across 

Europe. Unions put forth demands and engaged in strikes. In the three decades 

after 1848 Liberalism prevailed and without the Liberal’s male suffrage, political 

democracy and other significant changes would not have occurred. Liberal 

democracy emerged as the dominant form of European politics from the second 

half of the 19th Century to present day. 

In the first half of the 19th Century Germans and Italians were agitating for political 

unification. (A political union is a type of state, which is composed of or created out 

of smaller states. Unlike a personal union, the individual states share a common 

government and the union is recognized internationally as a single political entity. 

A political union may also be called a legislative union or state union.) After 1848 
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Germany and Italy were not unified and revolutionaries remained angry about this. 

Italian unification came as a result of the expansion of Piedmont-Piedmont-

Sardinia (the peninsulas strongest most Liberal state) and its monarchy, the House 

of Savoy. 

The Napoleonic Era in Italy 

Europe was soon involved in a series of wars that 

eventually involved Italy. Between 1796, when troops 

under General Napoleon Bonaparte invaded Italy, and 

1814 when they withdrew, the entire peninsula was 

under French domination. Several short-lived republics 

were proclaimed early in the period. After two decades 

of Napoleon's modern but often harsh rule, profound 

changes took place in Italy; many Italians began to see 

the possibilities of forging a united country free of 

foreign control. Following the restoration of European 

peace in 1815, Italy consisted of the Kingdom of 

Sardinia (Piedmont, Sardinia, Savoy, and Genoa); the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies 

(including Naples and Sicily); the Papal States; and TUSCANY and a series of 

smaller duchies in north central Italy. Lombardy and Venetia were now controlled 

by the Austrians. 

The Risorgimento 

The repressive and reactionary policies imposed on 

Italy by the Austrian leader Klemens, Furst von 

METTERNICH, and the Congress of Vienna 

aggravated popular discontent, and the expansion of 

Austrian control in Italy stimulated intense 

antiforeigner sentiment. These conditions gave rise 

to the Italian unification movement known as the 

RISORGIMENTO. Revolutionaries and patriots, 

especially Giuseppe MAZZINI, began to work 

actively for unity and independence. A series of 

unsuccessful revolts led in the 1820s by the 

CARBONARI, a conspiratorial nationalist 

organization, and in the 1830s by Mazzini's Young 

Italy group, provided the background for the REVOLUTIONS OF 1848. These 

affected al major Italian cities and throughout Europe. Charles Albert, king of 

Sardinia (1831-49), declared war on Austria and along with some other Italian 

rulers, gave his people a constitution; but both the war of liberation and the 

revolutionary republics set up in Rome, Venice, and Tuscany were crushed by 
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Austria in 1849. Charles Albert abdicated in favor of his son VICTOR EMMANUEL 

II, who retained the Sardinian constitution. 

The birth of Italy 

 

 

Congress of Vienna September 1814 to June 1815 

The French Revolution at the end of the 18th century and the rise of Napoleon 

awakened hopes in Italy of an independent nation. Since the glory days of the 

Renaissance, Italy’s divided mini-states had gradually lost power and status on the 

European stage. By the late 18th century, the peninsula was little more than a tired, 

backward playground for the big powers. 

Napoleon marched into Italy on several occasions, finishing off the Venetian 

republic in 1797 (ending 1000 years of Venetian independence) and creating the so-

called Kingdom of Italy in 1804. That kingdom was in no way independent but the 

Napoleonic earthquake spurred many Italians to believe that a single Italian state 

could be created after the emperor’s demise. 

The Congress of Vienna (German: Wiener Kongress) was a conference of 

ambassadors of European states chaired by Austrian statesman Klemens Wenzel 

von Metternich, and held in Vienna from September 1814 to June 1815. The 

objective of the Congress was to settle the many issues arising from the French 

Revolutionary Wars, the Napoleonic Wars, and the dissolution of the Holy Roman 

Empire. 
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This objective resulted in the redrawing of the continent's political map, 

establishing the boundaries of France, the Duchy of Warsaw, the Netherlands, the 

states of the Rhine, the German Kingdom of Saxony, and various Italian territories, 

and the creation of spheres of influence through which Austria, Britain, France 

and Russia brokered local and regional problems. The Congress of Vienna was the 

first of a series of international meetings that came to be known as the Concert of 

Europe, which was an attempt to forge a peaceful balance of power in Europe, and 

served as a model for later organizations such as the League of Nations and United 

Nations. 

Frontispiece of the Acts of the Congress of Vienna. 

The immediate background was Napoleonic France's defeat and surrender in May 

1814, which brought an end to twenty-five years of nearly continuous war. 

Negotiations continued despite the outbreak of fighting triggered by 

Napoleon's dramatic return from exile and resumption of power in France during 

the Hundred Days of March–July 1815. The Congress's "Final Act" was signed nine 

days before his final defeat at Waterloo on 18 June 1815. 

In a technical sense, the "Congress of Vienna" was not properly a Congress: it never 

met in plenary session, and most of the discussions occurred in informal, face-to-

face, sessions among the Great Powers of Austria, France, Russia, the United 

Kingdom and sometimes Prussia, with limited or no participation by other 

delegates. On the other hand, the Congress was the first occasion in history where, 

on a continental scale, national representatives came together to formulate treaties, 

instead of relying mostly on messengers and messages between the several capitals. 

The Congress of Vienna settlement, despite later changes, formed the framework 

for European international politics until the outbreak of the First World War in 

1914. 

The reactionary Congress of Vienna restored all the foreign rulers 

to their places in Italy. This encouraged a series of revolts across 

the country over the ensuing decades. The rebellions of 1848 

in Milan and Venice against Austrian rule tempted the Savoy 

kingdom of Piedmont and Sardinia to intervene on behalf of the 

rebels in Lombardy, but to no avail. 

A battle had been lost, but by no means the struggle. Count 

Camillo Benso di Cavour (1810–61) of Turin, the prime 

minister of the Savoy monarchy, became the diplomatic brains behind the Italian 

unity movement. Through the pro-unity newspaper, Il Risorgimento (founded in 

1847) the publication of a parliamentary Statuto (Statute), Cavour and his 

colleagues laid the groundwork for unity. 
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Cavour had been born into a well-to-do Turin family, travelled widely 

in Europe after an army career and in the 1830s become one of the richest men 

in Piedmont due to his business, banking and later farming activities. He entered 

politics in 1850 and two years later was prime minister of the Savoy kingdom’s 

parliament. 

He conspired with the French and won British support for the creation of an 

independent Italian state. His 1858 treaty with France’s Napoleon III foresaw 

French aid in the event of a war with Austria and the creation of a northern Italian 

kingdom, in exchange for parts of Savoy and Nice. 

The bloody Franco-Austrian War (also known as the war for Italian independence; 

1859–61), unleashed in northern Italy, led to the occupation of Lombardy and the 

retreat of the Austrians to their eastern possessions in the Veneto. In the 

meantime, a wild card in the form of professional revolutionary Giuseppe Garibaldi 

had created the real chance of full Italian unity. Garibaldi took Sicily and southern 

Italy in a military blitz in the name of Savoy king Vittorio Emanuele II in 1860. 

Spotting the chance, Cavour and the king moved to take parts of central Italy and 

so were able to proclaim the creation of a single Italian state in 1861. 

In the following nine years, Tuscany, the Veneto and Rome were all incorporated 

into the fledgling kingdom. Unity was complete and parliament was established 

in Rome in 1871. 

THE KINGDOM OF ITALY 

The new nation faced many serious problems. A large debt, few natural resources, 

and almost no industry or transportation facilities combined with extreme poverty, 

a high illiteracy rate, and an uneven tax structure to weigh heavily on the Italian 

people. Regionalism was still strong, and only a fraction of the citizens had the 

right to vote. To make matters worse, the pope, angered over the loss of Rome and 

the papal lands, refused to recognize the Italian state. In the countryside, banditry 

and peasant anarchism resulted in government repression, which was often brutal. 

Meanwhile during the 1880s a socialist movement began to develop among 

workers in the cities. The profound differences between the impoverished south 

and the wealthier north widened. Parliament did little to resolve these problems: 

throughout this so-called Liberal Period (1870-1915), the nation was governed by a 

series of coalitions of liberals to the left and right of center who were unable to 

form a clear-cut majority. Despite the fact that some economic and social progress 

took place before World War I, Italy during that time was a dissatisfied and crisis-

ridden nation. 

In an attempt to increase its international influence and prestige, Italy joined 

Germany and Austria in the TRIPLE ALLIANCE in 1882. In the 1890s Italy 
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unsuccessfully tried to conquer Ethiopia; and in 1911 it declared war on Turkey to 

obtain the North African territory of Libya. After the outbreak of WORLD WAR I in 

1914, Italy remained neutral for almost a year while the government negotiated 

with both sides. In 1915, Italy finally joined the Allies, after having been promised 

territories that it regarded as Italia irredenta (unliberated Italy). The country was 

unprepared for a major war, however; aside from a few victories in 1918, Italy 

suffered serious losses of men, material, and morale. Moreover, despite the efforts 

of Vittorio Emmanuele ORLANDO at the PARIS PEACE CONFERENCE, the 

treaties that followed the war gave Italy only Trentino and Trieste, a small part of 

the territories it had expected. These disappointments produced a powerful wave of 

nationalist sentiment against the Allies and the Italian government. 

THE FASCIST PERIOD 

Italy was plunged into deep social and political crisis by the war. Veterans, 

unemployed workers, desperate peasants, and a frightened middle class demanded 

changes, and the 1919 elections suddenly made the Socialist and the new Popular 

(Catholic) parties the largest in parliament. While extreme nationalists agitated for 

territorial expansion, strikes and threats of revolution unsettled the nation. 

The Rise of Fascism 

 

In 1919, in the midst of these unsettled conditions, Benito 

MUSSOLINI, a former revolutionary socialist, founded a 

new movement called FASCISM. Through a combination of 

shrewd political maneuvering and widespread violence 

perpetrated by Mussolini's BLACKSHIRT squads, the 

Fascists gained increasing support. In October 1922, after the 

Fascists had marched on Rome, King VICTOR EMMANUEL 

III named Mussolini prime minister. Within four years, 

Mussolini had become a dictator, destroying civil liberties, 

outlawing all other political parties, and imposing a totalitarian regime on the 

country by means of terror and constitutional subversion. Public works projects, 

propaganda, militarism, and the appearance of order gained Mussolini 

considerable prestige, and the LATERAN TREATY with the papacy in 1929 gave the 

duce (as he was called) a wide measure of popularity. 

Fascist Expansionism 

Mussolini's foreign policy, based on aggression and expansion, moved Italy closer 

to war during the 1930s. In 1935-36 the Italian army invaded and conquered 

ETHIOPIA, and in 1936, Italy sent troops to support Francisco Franco in the 

SPANISH CIVIL WAR. Later that year Mussolini and Adolf HITLER, the National 
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Socialist dictator of Germany, established the Rome-Berlin AXIS; in 1939, Italy 

took Albania, and the two dictators then concluded a military alliance known as the 

Pact of Steel. In June 1940, 9 months after the outbreak of WORLD WAR II in 

Europe, Italy entered the conflict on Germany's side. 

World War II 

Mussolini's war effort met with setbacks and defeats on all fronts; in July 1943 the 

Allies invaded Sicily. The Fascist leadership turned against Mussolini, and the king 

forced him to resign. Rescued by German paratroopers, Mussolini escaped to Salo 

in northern Italy, where he established a puppet government, the Italian Social 

Republic under German protection. In the south, the king and his new prime 

minister, Pietro BADOGLIO, surrendered to the Allies in September and then 

joined in the war against Germany. A fierce and heroic anti-Fascist resistance 

movement fought in the German-occupied north for two years while underground 

political leaders organized the anti-Fascists into the Committee of National 

Liberation (CLN). The Allies pushed the German armies out of Italy with great 

difficulty, and in April 1945 the partisans captured and executed Mussolini. 

POSTWAR ITALY 

Between 1945 and 1948 a new Italian nation emerged from the disaster of fascism 

and war. In June 1946 a popular election abolished the monarchy in favor of a 

republic; a new constitution was adopted the next year. The Christian Democrats, 

the Communists, and the Socialists became the strongest political parties in the 

country. The largest of these parties, the Christian Democrats, first under the 

leadership of Alcide DE GASPERI, dominated the Italian government after 1948. 

De Gasperi stressed industrial growth, agricultural reform, and close cooperation 

with the United States and the Vatican. With massive U.S. aid, Italy underwent a 

remarkable economic recovery that saw rapid industrial expansion and a sharp 

increase in the standard of living. Italy joined the NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY 

ORGANIZATION in 1949, the European Coal and Steel Community in 1951, and 

the Common Market EUROPEAN COMMUNITY in 1958. 

The 1960s were marked by continued prosperity and a lessening of tensions 

between right and left. In the early 1970s the Italian Communists, led by Enrico 

BERLINGUER, became prominent advocates of Euro communism, a doctrine 

stressing independence of the USSR. 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s Italy, along with other Western nations, 

experienced chronic inflation and unemployment. Labor unrest, frequent 

government scandals, and the violence of extremist groups, especially the left-wing 

Red Brigades terrorists, all contributed to a volatile political situation. 
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In 1981 the Christian Democrats relinquished the premiership 

for the first time since World War II when a Republican, 

Giovanni Spadolini, became prime minister. The economy 

which had suffered during the turbulent 1970s experienced a 

new resurgence under the leadership (1983-87) of Socialist 

Bettino CRAXI, a strong premier who remained in office longer 

than any of his postwar predecessors. The Craxi government 

was succeeded by two short-lived coalitions and then by the 

government of Christian Democrat Giulio Andreotti, which took office in July 

1989. 

The Berlusconi era 

The 1990s heralded a period of crisis. In 1992 a minor 

bribery investigation ballooned into a nationwide 

corruption scandal known as Tangentopoli (‘kickback 

city’). Top business figures were imprisoned and the 

main political parties were reduced to tatters, creating a 

power vacuum into which billionaire media-mogul 

Silvio Berlusconi deftly stepped. After a short period 

as prime minister in 1994, he won the elections again in 

2001 and went on to become Italy’s longest serving 

postwar PM. But his tenure was rarely free of 

controversy as opponents railed against his hold over 

Italian TV and support for American intervention in Iraq. The party came to an end 

in 2006, when, after an acrimonious election campaign, Romano Prodi’s center-left 

coalition claimed the narrowest of electoral victories. The Prodi interlude was 

short-lived, though, and in April 2008, Il Cavaliere (The Knight, as Berlusconi is 

known) once again returned to the top job, this time beating Walter Veltroni, the 

former mayor of Rome. 

Natural Disaster 

As one of the world’s most earthquake-prone countries, Italy has a long history of 

natural disaster. The country’s deadliest ever earthquake struck in 1908, razing the 

Sicilian town of Messina to the ground and claiming up to 200,000 lives. The latest 

devastating quake struck the central region of Abruzzo on 6 April 2009, killing 

some 294 people and leaving up to 17,000 homeless. The epicenter was near 

regional capital L’Aquila, but shock waves were felt as far away as Rome, 90km to 

the southwest. Much of L’Aquila’s medieval center was destroyed and an estimated 

500 historic churches were damaged, including the 13th-century Basilica di Santa 

Maria di Collemaggio, Abruzzo’s most famous sight. 
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UNIQUE ITALIAN PEOPLE IN AFRICA 

 

Significant Immigration waves - Landing in the New World, with new 

opportunities ahead 

From 1880 to 1920, an estimated 4 million Italian immigrants arrived in the 

United States, the majority from 1900 to 1914. Once in America, the immigrants 

faced great challenges. Often with no knowledge of the English language and with 

little education, many of the immigrants were compelled to accept the poorest 

paying and most undesirable jobs, and were frequently exploited by the middlemen 

who acted as intermediaries between them and the prospective employers. Many 

sought housing in the older sections of the large northeastern cities in which they 

settled, which became known as "Little Italy", often in overcrowded substandard 

tenements. About a third of the immigrants, so called "birds of passage", intended 

to stay in the United States for only a limited time, followed by a return to Italy 

with enough in savings to re-establish themselves there. While many did return to 

Italy, others chose to stay, or were prevented from returning by the outbreak of 

World War I. 

Historians estimate that fewer than one million immigrants—perhaps as few as 

400,000—crossed the Atlantic during the 17th and 18th centuries. The 1790 Act 

limited naturalization to "free white persons"; it was expanded to include blacks in 

the 1860s and Asians in the 1950s.In the early years of the United States, 

immigration was fewer than 8,000 people a year, including French refugees from 
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the slave revolt in Haiti. After 1820, immigration gradually increased. From 1836 to 

1914, over 30 million Europeans migrated to the United States. The death rate on 

these transatlantic voyages was high, during which one in seven travelers died. In 

1875, the nation passed its first immigration law, the Page Act of 1875. 

It seems impossible to calculate how many noblemen lost or abandoned their titles 

and went to America. Probably there were far less than ten thousands of them, as 

compared to some 10 million German immigrants during the 19th century, so the 

story may be true in fewer than one in a thousand emigration cases. 

However, many Americans are likely descended from European noble families 

through an illegitimate descent of one of the emigrants' ancestors, which occurred 

many generations ago and may not even have been known to the emigrant himself. 

Due to primogeniture, many colonists of high social status were younger children 

of English aristocratic families who came to America looking for land because, 

given their birth order, they could not inherit. Many of these immigrants 

maintained high standing where they settled. They could often claim royal descent 

through a female line or illegitimate descent. Many Americans descend from these 

17th-century British colonists who had royal descent. 

Italian immigration 

After Italian unification, a number of descendants of former royal nobility became 

residents of Italy, comprising 7400 noble families. Many wealthy landowners 

maintained a feudal-like tight control over "their" peasants. Italian society in this 

period remained highly divided along regional and local sub-societies which often 

had historical rivalries with each other. 

In 1860 Italy lacked a single national language; Tuscan (which would be then 

known as Italian) was only used in Florence while outside, regional languages were 

dominant. Even the kingdom's first king, Victor Emmanuel II was known to speak 

almost entirely in Piedmontese and French, even to his cabinet ministers. Illiteracy 

was high, with the 1871 census indicating that 61.9 percent Italian men were 

illiterate and 75.7 percent of women were illiterate. This illiteracy rate was far 

higher than that of western European countries in the same time period. No 

national popular press was possible due to the multiplicity of regional dialects. 

Political unification did not automatically bring economic integration, for Italy 

faced serious economic problems and economic division along political, social, and 

regional lines. In the Liberal Period, Italy remained highly economically dependent 

on foreign trade and the international price of coal and grain. 

Upon unifying, Italy had a predominantly agrarian society as 60 percent of the 

active population worked in agriculture. Advances in technology, the sale of vast 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Page_Act_of_1875
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Church estates, foreign competition along with export opportunities rapidly 

transformed the agricultural sector in Italy shortly after unification. However these 

developments did not benefit all of Italy in this period, as southern Italy’s 

agriculture suffered from hot summers and aridity damaged crops while the 

presence of malaria prevented cultivation of low-lying areas along Italy’s Adriatic 

coast. 

The newly created Italian constitution, drafted after unification in 1861, heavily 

favored the North. This caused economic conditions to considerably worsen for 

many in southern Italy and Sicily. Heavy taxes and other economic measures 

imposed on the South made the situation virtually impossible for many tenant 

farmers, and small business and land owners. Multitudes chose to emigrate rather 

than try to eke out a meager living. Often, the father and older sons would go first, 

leaving the mother and the rest of the family behind until the male members could 

afford their passage. 

From 1880 to 1920, an estimated 4 million Italian immigrants arrived in the 

United States, the majority from 1900 to 1914. Once in America, the immigrants 

faced great challenges. Often with no knowledge of the English language and with 

little education, many of the immigrants were compelled to accept the poorest 

paying and most undesirable jobs, and were frequently exploited by the middlemen 

who acted as intermediaries between them and the prospective employers. 

Post-colonial migrations 

Post-war decolonization had important migratory ramifications in all European 

countries. On the one hand, colonists, administrative and military personnel 

returned home; on the other, citizens of former colonies who had reason to 

abandon their liberated countries moved in the same direction as the ex-colonizers. 

From 1940 to 1960 between 550,000 and 850,000 Italians returned to Italy from 

the former colonies and the rest of Africa (Bade 2000: 335). In some cases these 

homecomings were directly responsible for post-colonial migrations. 

Francesco Crispi (October 4, 1818 – August 11, 1901) 

was an Italian politician from Sicily. He was among the 

main protagonists of the Italian Risorgimento and a 

close friend and supporter of Giuseppe Mazzini and 

Giuseppe Garibaldi, and one of the architects of the 

unification of Italy in 1860. 

He was Italy's Prime Minister for six years, from 1887 

until 1891 and again from 1893 until 1896. Crispi was 

internationally famous and often mentioned along with 

world statesmen such as Bismarck, Gladstone and 
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Salisbury. Originally an enlightened Italian patriot and democrat liberal he went on 

to become a bellicose authoritarian prime minister and ally and admirer of 

Bismarck. Francesco Crispi promoted the Italian colonialism in Africa in 

the late 19th century, but the humiliating defeat at Adwa brought about his 

resignation. 

Italian colonies in Africa 

Italy was one of the European countries with colonies in Africa during the modern 

period. Lasting from 1890 to 1941, Italian colonialism in Africa included the 

present day countries of Libya, Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Somalia. Italian colonialism 

in Africa came to an end with the death of the Italian leader Benito Mussolini, the 

collapse of the Fascist regime, and the defeat of Italy in World War II. Half a 

century of Italian colonialism had long-term effects on attitudes towards race and 

racism in both Italy and its colonies. 

Italian colonization of Africa took place during the same period as other European 

colonization in the region. In many respects, Italian colonial policy was similar to 

that of other colonizing powers. Italian colonial policy differed, however, in that it 

was premised more on enhancing the glory and overall international prestige of 

Italy, rather than on the economic benefits that could be gained from colonies. 

Italian colonialism was also not guided by religious motives of converting native 

populations to Christianity. Italian imperialism was later shaped by Fascist 

doctrines of governance and social policy, which affected methods of 

administration and treatment of the indigenous African population. 

Italy’s colonial experience forced Italians to confront the presence of non-

Europeans  within the Italian Empire. The presence of black Africans, especially, 

led some Italians to construct racial hierarchies in which Italians and other 

Europeans stood at the top, Arabs and North Africans somewhere in the middle, 

and black Africans at the bottom in terms of rights and privileges. Such racialist 

thinking led some Italians to consider the position of Jews within Italy in a parallel 

manner, and to place them on this racial hierarchy. Italian attitudes toward Jews, 

which had previously been generally benign, began to change as a result of African 

colonization. 

The presence of black Africans, especially, led some Italians to construct racial 

hierarchies in which Italians and other Europeans stood at the top, Arabs and 

North Africans somewhere in the middle, and black Africans at the bottom in terms 

of rights and privileges. Such racialist thinking led some Italians to consider the 

position of Jews within Italy in a parallel manner, and to place them on this racial 

hierarchy. Italian attitudes toward Jews, which had previously been generally 

benign, began to change as a result of African colonization. Italy has not yet 

confronted its colonial past, and issues of racism and anti-Semitism are not 
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commonly discussed and analyzed in the country. Italian colonialism in Africa, 

motivated largely by the desire to enhance the historic glory of Italy and to help 

Italy find its “place in the sun” along with other colonial powers, forced Italians to 

think about racial difference, and many Italians came to accept racial difference to 

some degree, even though they may have treated their colonial subjects well. 

Early Italian immigrants in South Africa 

 

Early Italian immigrants – and, more recently, prisoners of war – brought a 

cornucopia of food, fashion, furniture, industry and ingenuity, as well as passion, 

perseverance and a tradition of family values, to our country. While we often 

acknowledge the role of the Dutch settlers, French Huguenots and British colonists 

in forming the nation, the significant contributions of the Italians seem to have 

been overlooked along the way.  

A trickle of Italians began settling in South Africa from as early as 1689. It was only 

from 1861, though, that they starting flooding into the country, as refugees from the 

Italian War of Independence. But rather than arriving as helpless victims seeking 

aid, they brought fresh ideas and skills and began developing our nation. 

Italians have constantly pioneered new ventures in South Africa. In 1878, for 

example, Oreste Nannucci opened a small laundry in Long Street, Cape Town, and 
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that was the beginning of dry cleaning in South Africa. The first soccer club, the 

‘Italia Football Club’, was established in Cape Town in 1929 by Giovanni Perosino. 

In 1937, Umberto Pomilio and Giuseppe Raimondo started a paper mill, inventing 

and pioneering a process that’s still used around the world today. Their company, 

the South African Pulp and Paper Industries Limited, is now known as Sappi. In 

the 1880s, a small community of Sicilian fishermen arrived in Langebaan, on the 

West Coast, modernizing the fishing industry, importing motorized engines, setting 

up a fish canning industry and developing the area by building bathing facilities for 

leisure, and roads for the distribution of fish. 

Many more of central industries are peppered with Italian influence, and some 

iconic national symbols that we’ve taken as own inventions owe their existence to 

early Italian immigrants. Some of our world-renowned Cape vintage wines are of 

Italian lineage and, yes, even the supposedly traditional and ‘proudly South 

African’ biltong is likely to have had its true origins not on the plaas, but in the 

Alps, as this method of curing meat has been used there for centuries. 

During the Great Trek of the 19th century, Italian merchants followed the trekkers’ 

ox wagons, selling groceries, gunpowder, pots and pans – virtual delis on wheels 

long before they became a trendy way of eating ‘out’ at home. 

And, of course, no discussion on Italian food is complete without reference to 

pasta, especially the name that’s in almost every South African kitchen cupboard 

today: Fatti’s & Moni’s. Luigi Fatti built a pasta factory in Johannesburg in 1912, 

after working as a grocer for several years. The Moni brothers (Giuseppe, Giacomo, 

Pietro and Roberto) were also grocers in Johannesburg and opened their own pasta 

factory which they then transferred to Cape Town. The two companies merged in 

1920 to form the United Macaroni Factories Limited – not as catchy as the brand 

name we know today! Initially selling just egg pastas and ice cream cones, the 

company soon became a roaring success, diversifying their products and processing 

several thousand tons of grain every month. 

But these men were far ahead of their time. It was only in the 1950s that most 

Italians began opening restaurants, in order to feed the many Italian workers who 

were rebuilding South Africa’s railway lines. We now travel those railways, and 

drive over mountain passes, work in skyscrapers and worship in churches, 

oblivious to their origins and the creative characters who built them. Many dams 

and bridges throughout South Africa were masterfully constructed by skilled Italian 

artisans, despite appalling working conditions and rampant malaria. But then, 

perseverance and perfectionism characterize the Italians, who don’t seem to enjoy 

anything in half measures. 
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Take Raffaele Monzali, for example. He was instrumental in constructing most of 

Natal’s railways. He also brought fresh drinking water to the city of Durban, 

through his Shongweni Reservoir Dam project. It was he who broke a world record 

with the 59-metre-deep foundations he laid for the Umgeni Bridge – just one of the 

many bridges he built around the country. 

The Berettas are another example. These were four brothers who immigrated to 

South Africa and worked hard constructing the railways in Pilgrim’s Rest, 

Mpumalanga. Before long, though, one was the mayor of the town, and another the 

deputy mayor – good potential for a spaghetti western! These landmarks typify the 

Italian ability to start with little and work hard enough to leave a tangible legacy. 

 

Italian builders, tilers, carpenters, contractors and engineers were also at the 

forefront of the South African construction boom in the early 1900s. From basic 

design and construction to the finer embellishments of terrazzo flooring, Carrara 

marble and mosaics, Italian influence pervades our architecture. In fact, many 

familiar buildings were designed and built by just a handful of highly prolific 

Italians. 

 

Giuseppe Rubbi is without doubt the icon in this regard. Having completed a 

diploma in Industrial Arts at 16, he worked in several countries before arriving in 

the Transvaal to make a lasting impression on the South African landscape. 

Starting as a carpenter on the mines, he soon rose in status, building the military 

barracks on Robben Island (during the Anglo-Boer War) and many of the first 

skyscrapers in Cape Town. The Old Mutual, Sanlam, Southern Insurance and Cape 

Times buildings, as well as the Alhambra theatre and the Volkshospitaal (today the 

Cape Town Medi-Clinic), all carry his signature. Rubbi Road in Kommetjie, Cape 

Town, keeps his name on the lips of locals. He was one of many Italians who laid 

some of the most enduring foundations of the country. 

When diamonds were discovered at Kimberley in 1867 and gold deposits in 

Barberton in 1882, foreign interest in South Africa exploded. The country was seen 

as a treasure chest of commercial opportunities and the world’s largest market for 

dynamite. Italians once again seized the gap. Two men arrived with five cases of 

dynamite to start an explosives factory at Leeuwfontein, near Pretoria, which not 

only became the most important dynamite factory in Africa, but also helped 

establish the largest commercial venture in South Africa at the time. Another 

factory was soon set up in Modderfontein. Many Italians worked here, among them 

the so-called cartuccere (‘cartridge girls’), who had the dangerous task, for 12 hours 

a day, of packing the dynamite cartridges in waxed paper. These workers lived in 

the vicinity of the Modderfontein factory, forming the first real Italian community 

and creating the suburb of Orange Grove in Johannesburg. 
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Italians have been part of our military history from as far back as the Battle of 

Bloukrans during the Great Trek. When the Zulus attacked the Voortrekkers, an 

Italian woman, Teresa Viglione, rode down to the Bushman’s River, courageously 

risking her life to warn the Boer laagers and tend to the wounded. A carved marble 

tablet in the Voortrekker Monument Honours her valor. During the next major 

conflict, the Anglo-Boer War of 1899, over 200 Italians formed the most renowned 

foreign legion to support the Boer cause, under the leadership of Italian cavalry 

officer Camillo Ricchiardi. This distinguished officer earned the status of hero as 

well as gentleman, writing condolence letters to the families of slain enemies and 

including any personal belongings found on the deceased. 

Memories of some noble and notable Italian families in Africa: 

The Liguori - The Saint, his family and the church. 

 

(Picture: St. Alphonsus Maria de Liguori) 

Alphonsus Maria Liguori was born in 1696 of a noble 

and rich Neapolitan family. Gifted with remarkable 

intellectual qualities, at just 16 he received a degree 

in civil and canon law. He was the most brilliant 

lawyer of the bar in Naples: For eight years he won 

every cause he defended. However, his soul thirsted 

for God and desired perfection and the Lord led him 

to understand that he was calling him to another 

vocation. In fact, in 1723, indignant about the 

corruption and injustice that plagued his 

environment, he left his profession -- and with it 

wealth and success -- and decided to become a priest, 

despite his father's opposition. 

'' The Liguori's were, and still are, a unique and typical example of great Italian 

farmers in South Africa, with deep historical roots firmly planted in two continents. 

The family was decimated by an earthquake which leveled the family palace at 

Montemurro, Lucania in Southern Italy in 1850, with fourteen year old Giuseppe, 

the only survivor, ensuring the continuation of the family line. He was later to 

marry, and his son Camillo Liguori was invited by his friend, Domenico di Trani, 

who had been in South Africa since 1898, and was later to be his future brother-in-

law to immigrate, as much work was needed to be done to repair churches in the 

Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902). So with the arrival of Camillo, the necessary work 

started to take place from 1902 onwards, and as he became more prosperous he 

soon was able to offer his hand in marriage to Teresa di Trani, Domenico's sister, 
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who was to bare him seven children. He then was able to purchase a piece of 

desolate ground near the town of Ladybrand, in the north eastern part of to-day's 

Free State Province in South Africa, and in the background the Maluti Mountains 

of Lesotho. The conditions there, especially in the winter season are by no ways 

easy. After relentless years of hard work, the farm was finally cultivated. Many tall 

trees were planted as ornaments and wind breaking purposes, while the out-

buildings constantly grew around the large farm house, worthy more of some 

elegant city suburb, then the still wild hills bordering Lesotho. 

The farm soon became a model of its own kind, not only in South Africa, but 

abroad as well - in fact two inspectors from the ''Italian Colonial Institute'' actually 

visited the farm to gather information on the cattle breeding techniques used there, 

that were very advanced for those times. The farm was named ''Tripolitania'', after 

a province occupied by the Italians at the time in Libya, North Africa. Despite all 

the hardships and isolation, Camillo Liguori's children had a very good education, 

even as far as university level, which was available in the country. His daughter 

Rosalia for example, was the only Italian to study at the renowned Holy Family 

Convent in the city of Bloemfontein, going onto to university where she was to do 

an in depth study of African Ethnology, writing volumes of books on ''African Fairy 

Tales'', for young children at secondary school level of all races. Many copies of 

these books are available to be viewed at the farm library to-day.  

On a ridge in the neighboring farm are valuable 

San peoples rock paintings, which Rosalia took 

a deep interest in, looking after them with 

tender loving care, for future generations to 

view, like Professor Phillip Tobias of the 

Sterkfontein Caves project, and Department of 

Anatomy, of Witwatersrand University in 

Johannesburg in the 1950's.Also mentioned in 

the work of D.N. Lee and H.C. Woodhouse ''Art 

of the rocks of Southern Africa''(Purnell, Cape 

Town 1970, page 52. photo no. 67 (Tripollitania 

Farm) Also interesting that Camillo Liguori's 

son Angelo, became an light aircraft pilot, one 

of the first few to fly over the high and rugged 

Maluti Mountain Range, landing safely at 

Maseru the capital city of that country in the 

1940's. He was to become the family historian, 

holding amongst other items one of the books 
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recovered after the earthquake, which Giuseppe had kept and brought out to South 

Africa when the family had settled in on the farm, also taking up residence. The 

book bearing the family crest of noble arms, are also descended like  

St. Alfonso Maria de Liguori of Naples (1696-1787) who was a spiritual writer, 

scholastic philosopher, theologian and founder of the ''Redemptionists'' of the 

Roman Catholic Church, of Noble descent, and related directly to him. Further 

research, and unknown to the family is that outside the town of Rustenburg, 100 

kilometers west of the capital city of Pretoria, South Africa's capital, at Boshoek 

there is a Roman Catholic Church called the ''Alphonso Maria de Liguori Church'', 

with a Bishop in residence there, serving the local community. Not very often one 

finds this, everything in one in the same country. The farm is now owned by John 

Liguori, and his two sons, who will be fourth generation members of the family, 

carrying on the traditions, and future cattle breeding techniques, and other 

activities at ''Tripolitania''.  

(Picture above: With John Liguori, Simon Liguori, Carmen Liguori and Julian Liguori). 

The Labia Family of Cape Town, South Africa  

 

(Picture: Count Labia and family) 

Count Natale Labia as born on the 13th of 

November,1876 at Cerignola in Southern Italy, 

although the family originated in Spain, and 

moved to Venice, centuries before that, 

becoming very prominent well known people, 

both as merchants and statesman. The ''Labia 

Palace'' in Venice was built by them displaying 

large frescos by the well-known artist namely 

Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, which were painted 

during the period of 1696 - 1770. After obtaining 

his law degree at the University of Rome in 

1906, he successfully entered , and became a 

member of the Italian Foreign Affairs 

Department, and was as his first posting sent to 

Istanbul, Turkey and Greece, during the Balkan War, as well as Albania. There after 

he was appointed Consulate General in Sarajevo and in 1914 was present when 

Count Franz Ferdinand of Austria was assassinated by a sniper, which led to the 

outbreak of World War 1. 

In 1917 he was appointed Consulate General in Johannesburg, South Africa, where 

he succeeded in promoting political, cultural and economic ties, between the two 
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countries. Here he was to meet his future bride. Ida Robinson, who was the 

daughter of the well known mining magnet J.B. Robinson. They married in 1921, 

and the four children born to them namely, Joseph, Natale, Antonio and Lucio, 

were all to become household names in Cape Town, when Count Labia decided to 

build his beautifully Venetian styled home on the southern coastline at 

Muizenberg. The home was designed by the well-known architect Fred Glennie, 

and became known as ''The Fort'', although residential and not a fortified one. The 

furniture, candles, mirrors, and chandeliers were all imported directly from Venice, 

Italy .On the 12th of November, 1930 the Labia residence was officially opened, 

which date ran concurrently with the inauguration of King Victor Emanuel of 

Italy Turin, in 1861. 

The building of the house began in 1929 and was eventually completed in 1930. 

One of the first receptions was in the honour of the King of Italy’s birthday on 

November 12 of that year. As Count Natale Labia’s diplomatic projects progressed, 

and as his circle of friends expanded, he began to play an increasingly significant 

role both in political and economic spheres. Casa Labia came to be a meeting place 

for statesmen, academics and businessmen from all over the country such as 

Nicolaas Christiaan Havenga, South Africa’s Minister of Finance from 1924 to 1939, 

and Isidore William Schlesinger, the well-known entrepreneur and businessman. 

The residence was soon humming with visitors, in the form of various politicians, 

businessmen and academics. The then Minister of Finance, Mr. N.C.Klasie 

Havenga and Isidore W. Schlesinger were amongst those attending the various 

functions at ''The Fort''. Even the domestic servants at ''The Fort'' were brought 

from Italy, as well as an Italian Gondolier, who was to paddle the Count, around 

hes nearby lake at Lakeside, singing these beautiful traditional songs of Venice.  

Unfortunately this was short lived after the gondolier was launched into the 

channel leading onto the lake, as a stiff south-eastern wind, for which the Western 

Cape Province is well known, kept pushing it in a southerly direction colliding with 

the embankment. The cursing and swearing of the gondolier, could be heard by all 

present around the lake, and the next day, he packed up, and returned with the 

same ship he arrived, and was never seen or heard of again. At this very same lake 

Count Labia founded ''The Imperial Yacht Club'', which is still very active to-day, 

and with the assistance of the present Italian Consulate, Dr. Edoardo Maria Vitali, 

presently disadvantaged fisherman of the area, received a number of freshly newly 

built yachts, that were handed over to them, courtesy of the Italian government.  

The trade between South Africa and Italy strengthened, with the arrival of the 

''Lloyd Trestino Shipping Liners'', which made trade easier, benefitting many of 

South Africa's businessmen, as well as the Italian community, which were plentiful 

at the time.Young Italians who were born in South Africa, and had never seen the 
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country of their forefathers, were organized in groups, and travelled on these ships, 

like the ''Guilio Cesare' 'to the homeland of their parents and forefathers. 

Businessmen like Guido Raffaele Monzali, Luigi Fatti, the Ciolli Brothers, Adolfo 

Ascoli, and many other Italian businessmen here at the time, became very 

prosperous as a result. Count Labia as a result was appointed. He was promoted by 

the King of Italy, and appointed ''Envoy Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

Minister to South Africa'' on the 31st October, 1929, presenting his credentials on 

the 14th of January,1930 to Lord Athlone, who was the Governor General of South 

Africa at the time. Further he was ''Knighted’ ‘by the King, and given the title of 

''Commander of the Crown of Italy’ ‘In 1927 with the arrival of the ship the 

''Sistiana'', in Durban harbor, South Africa, the ship’s Captain, Commander Mario 

Franco Viotti, fell in love with Count Labia's daughter, whom he later married.  

The building of the house began in 1929 and was eventually completed in 1930. 

One of the first receptions was in the honour of the King of Italy’s birthday on 

November 12 of that year. As Count Natale Labia’s diplomatic projects progressed, 

and as his circle of friends expanded, he began to play an increasingly significant 

role both in political and economic spheres. Casa Labia came to be a meeting place 

for statesmen, academics and businessmen from all over the country such as 

Nicolaas Christiaan Havenga, South Africa’s Minister of Finance from 1924 to 1939, 

and Isidore William Schlesinger, the well-known entrepreneur and businessman. 

With Mussolini’s invasion of the independent African state of Abyssinia and the 

South African threat of sanctions against Italy, the strain on Count Natale Labia 

was to prove too great and he died of a stress-related heart-attack in January 1936. 

In recognition of his long association with South Africa, the Government 

generously provided a state funeral. It was an impressive affair, with a military 

band and a long procession of cars and curious onlookers. Writing of the Count the 

Cape Times commented: “He liked our country and he liked its people and it may 

equally be said that they liked him, for he was a man natural goodness of heart and 

of charming hospitality.” And The Cape Argus commented, “Count Labia’s public 

spirit and generosity are known to every Italian in the Union and to many who are 

not Italian. He fathered the community in South Africa and helped their children to 

go to see Italy. He inspired many a good work which no doubt will be continued 

even though he himself has gone”. 

 A bronze bust is erected in his honor, which can be seen to-day. He had just in fact 

finalized the deed of purchase of his ancestor's home, namely ''Palazzo Labia'' in 

Venice, when this occurred. His wife Ida remained at ''The Fort'', until her death on 

the 6th March, 1961.After this time it became the residence of the Canadian 

Consulate General, and in 1964 the Argentinian Consulate General. The Labia 

Theater in Cape Town was officially opened, by Princess Ida Labia in 1952, and 
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through her pioneering efforts, which is still ongoing to-day, many theatres and 

European film performances took place, and are still very popular to all who 

attend. An additional number of film theatres have been actually added on, due to 

local and overseas tourist’s enthusiasm in attending these interesting shows. 

In 1988 after the completion of the necessary restoration work, ''The Fort'' became 

a museum, and was officially declared a ''National State Monument’ ‘On the 22nd 

of October, 1988 the doors of the ''The Fort Museum'' were officially opened to the 

public. After his death, Count Labia was given the title of ''Prince'', by the Italian 

government, with Ida being his wife added the title of ''Princess'' to her name, and 

was also officially recognized. 

Two years ago after a short closure due to necessary renovations , ''The Fort'' has 

once again being reopened, including a light lunch with tea and coffee dining room 

created, looking over the Indian Ocean at False Bay. Count Luccio Labia (son of 

Count Natale Labia) regained ownership of the property, and it was with assistance 

from his daughter, Antonia Labia Hardres-Williams that the house was lovingly 

restored to its original glory and opened as a multi-functional cultural center and 

up-market venue in May 2010. 

The descendants of the Labia family are still actively involved in all the cultural 

activities that take place here on a regular basis, as well as entertaining many 

overseas visitors and tourists. I have also been able to trace some Labia distant 

relatives in north and south Italy, who have shown interest in their family relative’s 

activities in South Africa. May their future heritage continue to be a happy and 

prosperous one, now and in years to come.  

   

Casa Labia Café 
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Guido Raffaele Monzali 

Guido Raffaele Monzali was born in the village of Zocca di Modena, near Bologna, 

Italy, on the 14th of March, 1877. In order for the family to survive these hard and 

difficult economic times in Italy, like many other teenagers of his time, travelled 

sometimes far beyond their beloved Italy's borders in order to make money to 

survive and to assist their own families back home. Guido at the early of 14 years 

travelled to the United States of America, where he was employed at a coal mine in 

St. Louis for a few years. Returning thereafter, only staying for a brief visit on 

arrival, he obtained a employment offer in Vladivostok, in Russia. From there he 

proceeded to the then Anglo-Sudan in Africa, where he was involved with 

the construction of a dam, an activity which was to play a big role in his life, in 

years to come. In 1898, after a work related stay in Europe, he was called back to 

the same area, due to the war against the Dervishes on the border between Sudan 

and Eritrea. Fighting the ranks of the Italian army, he distinguished himself, and 

was decorated for bravery. After the war ended he then travelled to Switzerland 

where he became involved with railway construction. From there he departed for 

Australia, then Paris and onto Madagascar. There he became ill with tropical fever 

and decided once he recovered fully to proceed to South Africa. 

Landing in Durban in 1901, he found that the country was engaged in war (Anglo-

Boer War 1899-1902). There he was able to obtain a contract through the English 

military, providing firewood, to a concentration camp for interned Boer civilians. 

After the war ended, much was needed to rebuild the country, to make it 

governable and to serve the local populations needs. Rather quickly he was 

accepted in by the ''Middelton Brothers'', who needed someone of his experience 

and talent to construct a railway line on the northern Zululand coast of Kwa 

Zulu/Natal province, which he successfully completed. The next step was the 

awarding of a tender for part of the construction n the section, between 

Pietermaritzburg and Franklin, East Griqualand on the Cape-Natal Railway Line. 

So it started to snowball, because in 1907 to 1917 he completed sections of 

the Newcastle-Utrecht line, then sections of railway line in the Port Shepstone 

area;. Then to the northern parts of South Africa, completing the Bandolier-

Messina line, returning to Kwa Zuku/Natal obtaining the contract for the 

Maritzburg-Rietspruit line. On the Cato-Ridge-Clairwood railway section, on which 

at Delville Wood and Shongweni, he built two long tunnels, the longest existing at 

the time in South Africa. In 1928 he built a nine arch viaduct, the longest in the 

country at Chaka's Kraal. He fulfilled many contracts for the ''Durban 

Corporation'', at the same time buying a quarry in Umgeni. On the Umgeni River 

he built a two track railway bridge, constructed in the Italian cylinder method. The 

structure was 360 meters long, and had eleven lights, and the deepest foundation 

(59 meters deep), - a world record at the time. He then erected two other bridges, 
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namely the Athlone Bridge and the Gouritz Bridge. A good part of the provinces 

railway lines at this stage were built solely by him alone. The need for more Italian 

Railway Construction workers were soon in great demand. Most of Monzali's 

people employed by him were all Italians. He then became part owner in coal and 

copper mines, extending this over the borders of South Africa northwards. In 1922-

1927 he was awarded the building of the main water supply dam to Durban, namely 

the'', Shongweni Dam'', which was to supply some 200,000 people with fresh clean 

water, especially in the growing city population of Durban, where it was most 

needed. Completing this massive project with 4 other Italians, he was awarded a 

Knighthood ''Cavaliere''- Order of the Star of Italy'', by the King himself. 

In 1909 he had married Michelina Ricci from Bologna, and had 4 children, namely, 

Gastone, Nie, Nola and Marcella. After the completion of the Shongweni Dam in 

1930,he decided to build a large mansion, in facr a real residential castle, known by 

all as ''Monzali's Castle'' situated at Bush Tree Town'' near Hilton, Pietermaritzburg 

city area was 182 hectares. He then acquired a Hispano-Suza motor vehicle, the 

only in the country, now a museum show piece in the city of Bloemfontein, who 

collect vintage motor vehicles. He was also the supporter of the ''Railway 

Contractors Handicap'', an important horse race in Pietermaritzbutg, at 

Scottsville.During World War 11, many of the Italian Prisoners of War were 

employed by him as house servants, or working on his two farms. In 1948 he was to 

undertake the building of South Africa's most difficult mountain road, namely 

''Mike's Pass'' near Pietermartizburg. Here he was to have a serious accident that 

was to disable him until his death in 1953. He attempted to drive his truck up a very 

steep portion of the pass under construction, when the engine of the vehicle died, 

and rolled back and overturned. He severely injured his back, but recovered 

enough and kept his spirits high, always remaining positive, collecting rocks of 

different kinds to his enormous collection. Thereafter ''Monzali's Castle'' was 

bought by another South African Italian great, namely Mingo Lambretti.    

Associated with Monzali as Italian Opera Singer, and Italian Prisoner of War was 

'Fiascanaro'', who after the war was to study further in the field of music at the 

University of Cape Town, where he became Professor of Music, and ''Father of the 

Opera'' in South Africa. During World War 11 he was a Italian Air force Pilot, shot 

down by two English fighter aircraft in East Africa. 

Princess Hélène of Orléans Duchess of Aosta 

Princess Hélène of Orléans (French: Princesse Hélène 

Louise Henriette d'Orléans; 13 June 1871, York House, 

Twickenham – 21 January 1951, Castellammare di Stabia, 
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Italy) was a member of the Orléans royal family and by marriage Duchess of Aosta. 

She was the third of eight children born to Prince Philippe, Count of Paris, 

and Infanta Maria Isabel of Spain. Hélène was a sister of Amélie, Queen of 

Portugal, Isabelle d'Orléans, duchesse de Guise, and Ferdinand, Duke of 

Montpensier, among others. 

Her father was a grandson of Louis Philippe I, King of the French, and had been his 

heir-apparent from 1842 to 1848. 

On 25 June 1895, at the Church of St. Raphael in Kingston upon Thames, Hélène 

married Prince Emanuele Filiberto Vittorio Eugenio Alberto Genova Giuseppe 

Maria, 2nd Duke of Aosta (1869–1931). He was a much lower match than her 

parents had desired, but was also first in line to the Italian throne should the main 

branch die off. The wedding was attended by many important royal figures, 

including Crown Prince Victor Emmanuel of Italy (the former possible match for 

her hand) and the Duke and Duchess of Connaught. 

The couple had two sons: 

 Prince Amedeo*, 3rd Duke of Aosta (21 October 1898 - 3 

March 1942) 

 

 

 

 Prince Aimone, 4th Duke of Aosta who briefly ruled as King 

Tomislav II of Croatia. (9 March 1900 - 29 January 1948) 

 

 

 

Widowed in 1931, Princess Helene was married for a second time in 1936 to 

Colonel Otto Campini (1872–1951) (born Oddone Maria Campini). 

The volume written by Helen of France, Duchess of Aosta, namely ''Viaggi in 

Africa'' (Africa travels), Treves, Milan, 1913, illustrating the itineraries travelled by 

the mother of the future Amba Alagi hero in the African continent, and in 

particularly in its southern part. Helen of France visited on many occasions, from 

1907 to 1911, almost all of Africa, and in 1909 - 1910 stopped in Cape Town, Port 
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Elizabeth, East London, Durban, Lourenco Marques (now Maputo, Mozambique) 

and Beira (also Mozambique), travelling from their inland into Rhodesia (now 

Zimbabwe),Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia), travelling from to Victoria Falls, 

before proceeding to the Congo. In Cape Town she took on board her ship, named 

after her, with her title (Duchess of Aosta) a oxwagon which was transported to 

Dijbouti, which was needed for travelling and research conducted in Somaliland, by 

the Italian authorities of the then colony. 

The first mention of Amba Alagi is 

in the Chronicle of Emperor Baeda 

Maryam (1468–1478 AD), who 

personally led an expedition against 

the Dobe'a, who lived around Amba 

Alagi and raided the caravan routes. 

In the early 19th century, Ras Wolde 

Selassie controlled the amba, and 

used it on 18 August 1811 to 

imprison Gebre Guro, the brother 

of Sabagadis, for 18 months because 

he had rebelled against the Ras. The road built from the coast south 

to Magdala during the British 1868 Expedition to Abyssinia passed through Amba 

Alagi. A generation later, the mountain was the scene of a battle in February 1889 

between Ras Alula Engida and Ras Seyoum Gebre in which Alula was wounded. 

* Prince Amedeo of Savoy, the third Duke of 

Aosta. Amedeo Umberto Isabella Luigi Filippo 

Maria Giuseppe Giovanni di Savoia (Turin, October 

21, 1898 - Nairobi, March 3, 1942). He was Duke 

of Apulia, third Duke of Aosta and viceroy in 

Italian East Africa. It is also known by the titles 

of Duke of Iron and hero Area Alagi. 

Amedeo was born in Turin in 1898 by Emanuele 

Filiberto, second Duke of Aosta, and Elena of 

Bourbon-Orléans. At nine years old he was sent to 

England to study at the college of St Andrew, 

London. Back in Italy, at fifteen was started on a 

military career by enrolling at the Royal College of 

Nunziatella of Naples. 

Following the death of his father Emanuele 

Filiberto in 1931, assumed the title of Duke Amedeo of Aosta. In 1932 he entered 

the Royal Air Force and became, after the Italian conquest of 1936, the viceroy of 
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Ethiopia. After the Second Italo-Abyssinian War, October 21, 1937 Amedeo of 

Savoy was appointed governor-general (and commander-in-chief) Viceroy of 

Italian East Africa and Ethiopia. In 1941, faced with the overwhelming 

advance of the British East Africa Italian, the few remaining Italian troops under 

his command withdrew to organize the last resistance in the mountains of Ethiopia. 

Amedeo is barricaded from 17 April to 17 May 1941 on Amba Alagi with 7,000 men, 

a force of police officers, airmen, sailors from the base of Assab, 500 soldiers and 

about 3,000 indigenous. 

The deployment Italian was soon besieged by the forces of General Cunningham 

(39,000 men). The Italian soldiers, inferior both in number, gave proof of great 

value, but were exhausted from the cold and lack of water and firewood, they had to 

surrender to the British. On day 14 Amedeo obtained from Mussolini permission to 

surrender and as a negotiator appointed General Volpini, which, however, was 

massacred with his escort Ethiopian rebels surrounded the Italian lines. Shortly 

before the surrender Amedeo authorized the natives of his troops to 

return to their villages, but, as is clear from the reports of 1941 of the 

Military Intelligence Service, the dropouts were not superior to the 

fifteen cases, demonstrating the strong bond that had been established 

between the Duke and his soldiers. 
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On 26 January 1942 was diagnosed as malaria and tuberculosis. Amedeo died 

March 3, 1942 in the military hospital in Nairobi where he was recently 

hospitalized. At his funeral, even the British generals wore the black armbands. 

According to his own will is buried at the shrine of Italian military Nyeri, Kenya, 

with 676 soldiers. Since Amedeo had only daughters, the title of duke was 

succeeded by his brother Aimone. 

Angelo Vanzaghi 

Angelo Vanzaghi, born in 

Sedriano (MI) IN 1880, emigrated 

to Tripoli in 1910, and from there 

to Eritrea, where he lived for eight 

years as a building contractor. 

After other experiences in 

Somaliland and Kenya he moved 

to South Africa; and for the next 

four years he was employed with 

the government in Durban. He 

subsequently left there and settled 

in Cape Town, where he 

continued with his building 

activities. In 1926 his brother Aurelio arrived, providing him with new impetus to 

his construction business, building bridges, the railway station at Worcester, and 

the irrigation works at De Wet. They then went into making large wine barrels, 

made from reinforced concrete and lined internally with a special glazed enamel, 

creating a lot of interest among wine producers, with a landslide of orders coming 

from the ''West Wine Co. Ltd''. 

During the Second World War their loyalty to Italy made them suspicious in the 

eyes of the South African authorities, which resulted in their internment in the 

Koffiefontein camp for political detainees. Released from captivity, Angelo died in 

1944, leaving the control of the company to Aurelio, now assisted by his brother-in-

law Luigi Carrettoni. In the period 1942-1946, there were 10,000 Italian Prisoners 

of War detained at Worcester Concentration Camp. Aurelio and his wife tried to 

assist them in the best way possible, by providing them with the comforts they 

needed, and that were available. After the war ended they cared for the graves of 22 

Italian soldiers who had died in captivity. In recognition for his love towards the 

land of his birth, Aurelio was awarded the ''Cavaliere'' (Knight) -''The Star of 

Italian Solidarity''. Every year on the 1st Sunday of November, a ''Remembrance 

Day'' is held at the Roman Catholic Cemetery, where these 22 Italian soldiers are 

buried in Worcester, with a contingent of South African soldiers and various 

Scottish Piped Bands, who are the ''Guard of Honor'' at this event, which begins 
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with a church service in their honor held by Father (Cav.) Mario Tessarotto of the 

''Holy Trinity Church'' and ''Scalabrini Centre for Refugees' in Cape Town.  

 

Prisoner of War Italian Monument, Du Toit's Kloof Pass, Western Cape, South Africa 

Renato Redondi 

With Italy's call to arms in 1915 to defend the country in World War 1, many Italian 

volunteers were not slow in answering that call. Among the Italian citizens in South 

Africa, who volunteered to fight on the Alpine front was Renato Redondi, whose 

father Federico had emigrated, in the early years of the century, taking up 

residence in Johannesburg in 1907, with his brother Marcello, and became 

involved in commercial activities. Driven by profound patriotic feelings, he 

volunteered to take part in the struggle on the Italian front, fighting on the Carso, 

and later the battles along the Piave River in 1917-1918. On the 28th of October, 

1918, a few days before the armistice, Redondi already an officer with the rank of 

Captain of Infantry, was transferred to the ''Italian Expedition Corps'' in the Far 

East, whose task, according to the agreement between the nations of the Entente, 

was to oppose the Bolshevik forces who were moving towards Vladivosostok and 

Eastern Siberia, during the Russian Civil War, which followed the revolution. 

It is curious to note that in command of the Italian Military Mission in Siberia, 

there was besides Redondi, a Major Menotti Garibaldi, nephew of Giuseppe 
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Garibaldi, and whose brother Peppino, had been a British Officer during the Anglo-

Boer War in South Africa (1899-1902. 

In the beginning of 1919 Redondi arrived at Vladivostok, where he soon gained the 

respect for his unusual qualities. He was a linguist and could speak 

English, French, German and Russian, and was ever present at meetings of foreign 

military officers, whom he met, representing his own country at the same time. His 

commanding officer was Colonel Amerigo Zoppi, under whom Redondi served for a 

period of 6 months, and who had admired him for his exceptional diplomatic 

qualities, as expressed in his informative report, dated 17.12.1919, from 

Vladivostok. This was followed by Redondi being awarded the ''Knight of the 

Order of St. Anna, and the Military Cross'' by Admiral Kolciak, Commander 

of the Russian Counter-Revolutionary Forces in Siberia. Finally one cannot omit 

mentioning the certificate dated 21.2.1920, received by the Head of the Italian 

Mission in Siberia, Colonel Vittorio Filippi, which described Redondi, then 

Secretary of the Military Mission, as an officer, who will always know how to honor 

Italy, and will always render valuable services. Soon afterwards Redondi fell in love 

with a Russian Countess, whom he married in Odessa, on the Black Sea in 1920. 

Between the two world war periods Redondi was back in South Africa as appointed 

Italian Consulate General in Durban, South Africa. He is also mentioned in the 

book by Gestano Bazzani, namely ''Soldati Italiana nella Russia in fiamme'' 

(Italian soldiers in Russia in flames). Redondi's family still live in Johannesburg, 

South Africa. 

Adolfo Ascoli 

Adolfo Ascoli was born in Carrara, Italy on the 22.6.1875, coming from a family 

which owned a renowned firm in the working and marketing of marble. On the 

18th of May, 1899, the 24 year old Adolfo Ascoli landed in Durban with a load of 

Apuan marble, with the intention of opening a branch of the family business, which 

was to include a workshop and sales office. A few months later saw the outbreak of 

the Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902) and business trade became very difficult and 

slack. After the war ended a great demand for marble was need in the building 

industry, which led to feverish activity. Government, municipal and other buildings 

such as banks were being constantly erected in South Africa's main cities, so a 

constant supply of white and colored marble was needed to supply the demand. 

Most of the marble was imported from Italy. 

From his profits, Ascoli was able to purchase two sugarcane plantations 

at Amatikulu in Kwa Zulu/Natal, to which he gave the name of ''Polenta Farm''. 

Here his Danish wife, and little son Axel moved into a lovely built farmhouse. 

Through his hard work and pleasant manner of dealing with people he soon 

became known in the area, as the ''Gentleman Farmer''. From his business in 
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marble called ''Fine Art Marble Works'', he definitely up to 1925 dominated the 

market. Thereafter with other companies opening, competition became fiercer. 

Among the works completed by his firm, were the ''Pietermaritzburg City 

Hall''(1901); the Catholic Cathedral in Durban (1902); the Bank of Africa and the 

Natal Bank in Durban; (1904) the Durban City Hall (1906); the ''Colonial Mutual 

Assurance Company (1932);the ''ABC Bank'' (1934); the ''Reserve Bank'' (1938); 

and ''Barclays Bank''(1959). The last four all in Durban. In the city of Bloemfontein, 

in the Free State Province, he was commissioned to create the marble works for the 

City Hall, as well as the ''Reserve Bank''(1937), while in Harrare (then Salisbury, 

Southern Rhodesia) Zimbabwe, he was awarded the contract for the ''Bank of 

Rhodesia and Nyasaland''. Nyasaland is known as ''Malawi'' to-day. Numerous 

other contracts were also carried out to private customers as well. In 1915, he was 

awarded the tender for the erection of a bronze equestrian statue of the Natal hero, 

Dick King, in Durban. The model was made by a sculptor in Carrara, called 

Corsani, while Lippi from Pistoia, took care of the casting thereof. Another 

important contract was awarded to him thereafter, which showed how much 

confidence and esteem the government held in his work at the time. He was to 

create a monument to General Louis Botha, who became the first Prime Minister of 

the newly formed ''Union of South Africa Government'' after the Anglo-Boer War. 

Botha had been a Boer War General under whom Camillo Ricchiardi and the other 

Italian Volunteers had served against the English. Ironically the Italians once again 

were involved with the building of his statue. Professor Romano Romanelli was 

also very much involved with this wonderful work, which is to be seen outside the 

''Parliament Building'' in Cape Town, South Africa.  The statue was inaugurated in 

February 1931. The casting of this great statue was made possible due to the 

''Vignali Foundry'' from Italy, which had also opened its doors for business in South 

Africa in Pretoria, the capital city, where much of Romanelli's works in conjunction 

with the South African sculptor Anton van Wouw are to be seen at Church Square, 

and the Voortrekker Monument. The last mentioned, to the White Europeans, who 

like the Americans in oxwagon drawn carts had ventured into the unknown 

westwards, while these pioneers had from the Eastern Cape Province had travelled 

northwards. The statue of General Louis Botha also included the input of Prof. N. 

Tarchiani, director of the Royal Gallery of Florence, who was to supervise the whole 

operation. 

In 1915, Ascoli also became a South African citizen, which did not prevent him 

being nominated as the Natal delegate of the South African Red Cross in 1916, or 

from receiving the ''Commentatore'' (Knight of the Crown of Italy) in 1926. In 

1964 the Italian Republic finally knighted him once again, recognizing his 

undisputed merits as an entrepreneur. The figure of Adolfo Ascoli is so typical of a 

certain class of qualified immigrants that it deserves always to be remembered. 
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Guglielmo Martinaglia -''Wonderhole Man'' 

 Guglielmo Martinaglia. On the 6th September, 

1856, born to Giovanni and Lucia Martinaglia at 

Via Sale 1, in the sleepy village of Issiglio, in the 

district of Canavese, 40 kilometers north of the 

Regional Capital of Turin, Piedmont in north 

western Italy, came their first born son 

Guglielmo. Times were hard and difficult in 

Italy, but Giovanni had a limestone business 

near their home, which enabled to make a 

profitable business, and to raise another 6 

children born thereafter and provide them with 

a decent education. After completing his 

military service with the ''Alpina Brigata'', 

Guglielmo decided like many young Italians at 

the time to emigrate to foreign countries to seek 

fame and fortune, and in 1878 boarded a ship in 

Genoa bound for the Indian Ocean island of 

Reunion, joining a specialized team of regional 

countrymen from Piedmont, who were blasting tunnels, and building large stone 

bridges for the first railway service, which a few years later became a reality. Here  

restless for adventure in 1879 decided to once again board a ship bound for 

Durban, South Africa. On arrival he quickly was made to understand, that the 

Anglo-Zulu War was escalating, and that it would be more profitable to proceed on 

horseback to the Diamond Fields of Kimberley, where his talents in this semi-

desert region among the farmers and mineralogists was in great demand. So this he 

did, and soon was assisting farmers locate underground rivers and streams, and 

setting up boreholes so that water could be channeled to their dry lands, and that 

crop and vegetation growth could take place. A well-known person at the time, a 

certain Vander Hoven, associated with the Diamond Fields at the time approached 

Guglielmo, offering him the opportunity to seek gold on the farm of a business 

associate of his, in the Roodepoort district just west of where Johannesburg lays to-

day. 

He agreed, and soon he was on his way to what was to become the ''City of Gold'', 

Johannesburg. 

Three weeks later Guglielmo discovered gold on the farm, where he was working, 

staked some claims of his own, which he later sold. He was then approached by a 

certain business at the time, by the name of Richardson, who wanted a hotel built 

on the Main Gold Reef Road, between Roodepoort and Krugersdorp, which was 

later to become famous and profitable. Working alone it took Guglielmo four years 
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to build. There after he found employment at the Randfontein Gold Mine, and soon 

thereafter approached by a farmer in the Sterkfontein area, north of Krugersdorp, 

called Cooper, who was seeking the possibility of finding limestone on his farm, in 

order to provide what is known to-day as cement, badly needed in the building 

trade. Crushed limestone was used to hold brick built walls and houses in Italy, as 

well as other parts of the world, cement used only later in the beginning of the 

1900's replacing this commodity. Guglielmo needed the extra money, having lost 

his first wife Maria Magdalena du Plooy in 1895, having to raise three children on 

his farm also located in the Sterkfontein area. Here in October of 1896, whilst 

laying the necessary sticks od dynamite to blow up a large piece of ground, where 

he thought limestone might be found, he plunged the detonator, which seconds 

later saw a huge explosion take place, sending rock and dust into the air. Lifting his 

head after all had settled, he noticed a large hole in the side of the hill. His eldest 

son Giovanni, later to become a well Veterinary Surgeon, and Researcher into the 

cure of the Tuberculosis disease which was plaguing in many parts of South Africa, 

returned bringing him water. Guglielmo took his 8 year old son and pointed to the 

large opening, saying, ''I have discovered a Wonderhole''. A wonderhole it truly 

was, because long after Guglielmo death in 1947, Dr. Robert Broom was to discover 

the skull of an ape-like human being, which he nicknamed ''Mrs. Ples''. Since then 

discoveries further have advanced in that area, which was declared a ''World 

Heritage Site'', recognized by the United Nations, and still remains one of the 

richest sources in the field of finding the ''missing link'' to-day. 

Guglielmo Martinaglia passed away on the 5th January, 1929, and is buried at the 

Roman Catholic Cemetery of Burghershoop, Krugersdorp, where his gravestone is 

still to be seen, looked after with tender loving care by the church community of the 

area .In 1996 a hundred years having been passed since his miraculous discovery, 

he was not forgotten by his countrymen and women in Italy, with the whole of the 

Martinaglia family in attendance with the Italian Consulate of Johannesburg, the 

Mayor of Krugersdorp and other honored guest who came to pay homage to him. A 

ceremony in his remembrance now takes place every 10 years, the last one with the 

Italian Ambassador to South Africa Alessandro Ceves personally in attendance. 

The Piedmontese Italians in South Africa 

From 1870 onwards from Piedmont Region in Italy saw many Italians arriving in 

South Africa, having immigrated due the still unstable economic situation in their 

home country, even though since 1861 they were once again united, after a bloody 

war of liberation, led by Giuseppe Garibaldi. The first to arrive from this 

Italian  region, were the Waldesian Missionary Society, led by Jacques Weitzecke 

and his wife Luisa Malan, both natives of Torre Pelice (La Tour), which bordered 

directly onto to-day's country of France. Here at Kimberley in the 1880's men were 

hard at work after the well-known ''Diamond Rush'' had taken place, on their 
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arrival, having been sent to establish the living and working conditions by the 

''Royal Geographic Society'', of their 160 mine workers who were employed there. 

The Missionaries were later to meet the ruling government authority 

representatives during this time, and by 1891 were able to have a trade agreement 

in place between the Orange Free State Republic and Italy, which lasted until the 

outbreak of the Anglo-Boer War in 1899. They were as missionaries able to assist 

the French Missionary Society in Lesotho, and to learn much about their excellent 

work. Later we find other Waldesian Missionaries arriving, and operating on both 

sides of the Zambezi Valley, like Louis Jalla and his wife, and family relative Adolfo 

Jalla. they were to write many books in Italian as well as French regarding their 

missionary work, like ''Viaggio Missionario fra le foreste del Batotela nella 

regione Zambesiana'' published in Florence, Italy in 1923, and ''Du Cap de Bonne 

Esperance au Victoria Nyanza'' and ''Sur les Rives du Zambese''. In 1906 many 

items, such as African artifacts, maps, clothing, canoes and tools were displayed at 

a ''International Trade Fair'' in Milan, including a handwritten letter by the Chief of 

the Barotse African People of Zambia. These items are to be found in the Waldesian 

Museum in Torre Pelice to-day. 

During this period with the Boer Republic of Transvaal being established, the 

President elect at the time Paul Kruger, needed a friendly neighboring country with 

excellent port facilities in order to export as well as import goods. This he found in 

Lourenco Marques, in the then Portuguese Colony of Mozambique. The city known 

as Maputo today. There was however no connecting road or railway line from the 

Boer Republic, but fortunately the port itself lay directly eastwards from Pretoria, 

the new established capital city. The Dutch Company the ''Nederlandsche Zuid 

Afrikansche Spoorwegen Maatschappy'', suggested to the President that the 

Italians who had already obtained a reputation in Europe and the Island of 

Reunion as excellent railway line constructors, builders of bridges on routes, and 

tunnels ,and were presently engaged building the Siberian line, be awarded the 

contract. 

A team of 300 Italians from Brusnengo, Piedmont was finally put together arriving 

at Delagoa Bay, at Lourenco Marques, comprising of foreman, technicians and 

skilled laborers, who slowly started progressing day by day, and meter by meter, 

sleeper by sleeper entering the beautiful environment of that area. Unknown to 

them was the ever present possibility of contracting the deadly malaria disease, 

being constantly pestered by mosquitoes, as result some thirty of these workers 

were eventually to succumb and died on route, long before completion of the 

railway line .A small Italian community at Machadadorp established itself during 

this period meeting at the established hotel there owned by Mario Dalla Riva. 

Finally when the railway line was completed, the Italians were then appointed as 

trackmen, here and on other lines which were still to be constructed. The local 
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natives of the area were also to be employed and trained to keep the lines in good 

order, since elephants often knocked down telegraph poles, and termites who were 

devouring everything made of wood. The Italians even at one stage through their 

friendly connection with these African workers attempted at one stage to record 

their music. 

Among the trackmen, were two brothers, Agostino and Giacomo Tonetti from 

Brusnengo , who had arrived in the Transvaal Republic in 1893, and who had been 

employed by the N.Z.A.S.M. as procurement food suppliers for the employed 

workers as well as gravel and concrete .After having obtained various contracts, 

including the expansion works of the harbor at Lourenco Marques, in 1902 they 

bought together a large estate of more than 2,000 acres  in the lower Kaap Valley, 

between Kaapmuiden and Louw's Creek in the district of Barberton, which is near 

the northern border of the now independent state of Swaziland. Although also 

infested with malaria, snakes and wild beasts, they were both determined and 

hardworking, to create a future for themselves despite all the challenges and hostile 

environment, clearing trees and shrubs, and making the soil fertile with the 

planting of a assortment of vegetables and fruit trees, building their own irrigation 

system. By 1904 they had created wonders, with a now larger agricultural estate, 

which was producing a variety of fruit and vegetables, both of the tropical kind and 

otherwise, the produce being sent off to the markets of Pretoria and Johannesburg 

during the slack winter season. This was to play such an important role, that the 

Department of Railways decided to build a station for the loading of fresh produce, 

at their estate, which was named ''Tonetti''. The large estate that they owned had 

already been baptized with the name of ''Brusnengo Farm'', after the city in 

Piedmont from where the brothers had originated. Soon they bought other tracts of 

land near the estate, naming one of them ''Caracetto'', a suburb of Brusnengo. The 

entire estate in total was 3000 hectares, more than half the area being used for 

farming purposes. Later the town of ''Tonetti'' was to receive its own post office. In 

1984 a Vittorio Tonetti was recorded as still inhabiting the farm. 

Not too far away in the same area now known as Mpumalanga Province in South 

Africa , in 1873 gold was discovered, and people from all over the world flocked 

there in large numbers. Within two years hundreds of tents lined the banks of the 

creek in the narrow winding valley around Pilgrims Rest. By 1892 it was a thriving 

community with a secure future for all. During this time again from Brusnengo, the 

first Beretta family member, namely Giovanni was to arrive here(also the first 

known Italian to inhabit the area)In 1903 his first son Rodolfo died, and his grave 

is still to be seen at the local cemetery at Pilgrims Rest. The second known 

Piedmontese Italian to arrive and make his mark in the area was Giovan Giletti, a 

businessman, and hunchback from Carino, who was also the first contractor from 

Italy to arrive in the area. Giletti immediately set about constructing roads, bridges 
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and railway lines from Pilgrim's Rest to Sabie, a town bordering on to-day's Kruger 

National Game Park, the largest in the world. He also constructed the bridge of the 

famous Blyde River Canyon, in May, of 1897, named after J.S. Joubert the Mining 

Commissioner of Pilgrim's Rest. 

In January of 1909 an abutment and one of the five arches was swept away during a 

flood, which were later repaired by two of the Beretta brothers, Albino and Gentile. 

In 1968 the bridge was declared a National Monument. Arriving in 1898 was the 

second Beretta brother Giuseppe, who worked as a Blacksmith on the mine for a 

few years, than acquired a shop at Desire, a small mine, a few kilometers distant 

from Pilgrim's Rest, near Graskop .In 1910 his wife Marietta Miglioretto arrived. 

Later two children Stella and Aldo were born. Gentile Beretta arrived in 1920, first 

working as a stonemason and bricklayer. Later he left the town to live at the railway 

siding at Rolle. He was followed by Albino Beretta, who was to help Giuseppe with 

his shop at Desire. After Albino left in 1921 to marry Adalgisa Miglioretti, on his 

return he and Giuseppe established shops at Pilgrim's Rest, where they were to 

spend the rest of their lives. The second generation of Berettas played a vital and 

important role in Pilgrim's Rest. In the 1950's Benny Beretta, Giovanni's son was 

chairman of the finance committee, and Mayor of the town. Aldo Beretta, 

Giuseppe's son in turn was chairman of the works committee, and ex-officio, 

Deputy Mayor. Giuseppe Beretta was to live up to his 100th birthday. 

In 1911 the ''Transvaal Gold Mining Estates'', appointed Stefano Carlo Bianco 

Aimetti as mine manager, having been a scholar and trained at both the 

universities of Pavia, Bologna and Turin in Italy. Stefano was one of the engineers 

who had constructed the Simplon Tunnel between Italy and Switzerland.In 1897 he 

arrived in South Africa, and in 1903 married Ellie Louise Currie of Grahamstown, 

in the Eastern Cape Province. In the same year he was appointed manager of the 

''New Heriot Gold Mining Company'', situated near Johannesburg. For ''TGME'' the 

period 1911-1915 under Ametti were their golden years. ''TGME'' also worked 

smaller mining companies as well in the Pilgrim's Rest area as well as at Sabie, 

employing 250 White males, and some 3,000 Africans. Aimetti produced record 

profits for the company, but later personal problems started to plaque his own life. 

Being a Italian Patriot during the outbreak of World War 1, with Italy entering the 

conflict on Allied side, brought him into some disagreement with supporters of the 

German and Austrian side, and as a result in July 1915 he resigned, and retired to 

Cape Town, suffering as well from a weak heart. Later he returned to Italy, and died 

in San Remo in 1922. 

In 1912 a small stone Anglican Church was built in Sabie built by Germignani, 

working together with other Italians, having being designed by Sir Herbert Baker, 
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the same architect who designed the South African Government Union Buildings in 

Pretoria. 

Pierro Marucchi was born in the Piedmontese village of Rongio Masserano, where 

he studied to become a priest. Before he was about to be ordained, he decided that 

this was not his vocation, and travelled to South Africa, leaving the priesthood 

completely. He soon obtained work in Mpumalanga Province, and was one one of 

the contractors, building the railway line from Sabie to Graskop in 1914. 

Domenico Martinaglia brother of Guglielmo Martinaglia who had discovered the 

Sterkfontein Caves west of Johannesburg in 1896, now a ''World Heritage Site'' 

recognized by ''UNESCO'', arrived in Mpumalanga Province in 1905, and found 

employment at Sheba Gold Mine, near the town of Barberton. Unfortunately 

shortly thereafter he contracted the deadly malaria disease and died. Like many 

others who died as a result of contracting the disease, many of whom were from 

Italy, they were all buried at the mine's cemetery in unmarked graves. 

In 1887 the ''Zuid Afrikaansche Maatskappy van Ontplofbare Stoffen Beperk'', 

owned by the ''Societe Generale pour la Fabrication de la Dynamite'' ,which in turn 

was part of the Nobel Organization in France, in agreement and authority from the 

then ''Zuid Afrikaansche Republiek'' the German Eduard Lippert the sole right to 

manufacture and sell ammunition and explosives. With the first testing of 

dynamite in the mining industry at ''Sheba Gold Mine'' having taken place, 

President Paul Kruger became involved with overseas companies to  purchase the 

necessary explosives, which was rather costly. Fortunately arriving from Avigliana, 

Piedmont, Italy was Modesto Gallo, a carpenter by trade and Ferdinando de 

Matteis a bricklayer. who brought with them five boxes of dynamite. The Avigliana 

Dynamite Factory, also Nobel owned was well known in Europe at the time. They 

had to transport the dynamite first by sea, and then on a rather rough journey from 

the coast by wagon to Pretoria. A very risky operation. Their main concern now was 

to build the first Dynamite Factory in South Africa, successfully, putting into 

workable operation, taking into consideration the safety of all workers to be 

employed there. They were soone joined by Agostino Marra of Busto Arsizio near 

Milan, and together they started erecting the first buildings of the first dynamite 

factory at Leeuwfontein Farm, about 15 kilometers east of Pretoria. During the 

construction they were visited by President Paul Kruger. Ferdinando de Matteis 

eventually convinced him that the need of experienced dynamite workers from the 

factory in Avigliana, was necessary. 

In 1890 the first five young Piedmontese women from the Avigliana Dynamite 

Factory arrived, and were employed as cartridge makers at the factory. Their task 

was to wrap the explosive sticks in wax paper. They were Antonia Panicco, Teresa 

Carnino, Maddalena Castagno, with the two sisters Angela and Giuseppina 
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Audagnotti. Their journey to South Africa was far from being easy. Their journey to 

Le Havre from Italy was by train, then they had to cross the English Channel to 

Southampton, where they embarked by ship to Cape Town. From there they took a 

train journey to Kimberley. The final journey to Pretoria was by horse drawn coach. 

In order to be identified by their employers and fellow workers, as not one of them 

spoke Dutch, English or any of the local native languages, they had to wear disks 

around their necks, on which all their personal particulars were written. 

Maddalena Castagno, was later to attract the attention of one of the Directors 

Henry Bullier a Frenchman and later they were married in 1890, becoming the first 

of the group to be married in South Africa in the Roman Catholic Cathedral in 

Pretoria. 

Some of these workers were very young like Angela and Giuseppina Audagnotti 

aged 15 and 17 years old respectively. Their brother Giorgio was also employed 

there, arriving after his marriage to Agostina Allais, while another sister Giovanna 

Audagnotti arrived in June of 1894. Of the three sisters Angela was the first to 

marry in 1893, to Emilio Tommasone. Soon thereafter the other two sisters 

married young men from their home town of Avigliana. From these marriages 

spanning over a period from 1890-1897, 19 women gave birth to 13 children. In 

1891 another 25 young Aviglianese women arrived, some due to financial need, 

while for others it was pure adventure. In the meantime , the Leeuwfontein 

Dynamite Factory continued to import and transform dynamite from Europe, 

notwithstanding the permit which allowed for manufacture ''in loco''. This caused 

local competitors to lodge complaints which led to Pretoria revoking the monopoly. 

that had been granted. Finally it was decided that a new dynamite factory should be 

built, with nearer access to productive mines.A new dynamite plant, the ''Zuid 

Afrikaansche Fabriecken voor Ontplofbare Stoffen Beperk'' was to build at 

Modderfontein, north of Johannesburg, for this purpose. In June of 1894 the 

company was officially registered, with construction beginning in 1895. In July of 

1894, a group of 6 female workers arrived, labeled the ''cartuccere''(cartridge 

makers) which followed in 1895 some Spanish and Basque women from Bilbao- 

two of them were Eufrosia Garcia and Bernardina Echarri, who later married two 

of the Aviglianese men in 1897 and 1898. 

In those days accidents in explosive factories were occurred frequently. In 

November of 1895 there was a real terrible explosion, luckily without the loss of 

human life at Leeuwfontein, causing damage to the amount of 4,000 English 

Pounds. In 1896 the dry grass around the factory caught fire blowing up 4 paraffin 

and tar tanks. While attempting to save the plant, two of the Italian men, were 

seriosly injured, and died soon thereafter, having sustained serious burns and 

wounds. 
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Modderfontein Dynamite Factory was in the meantime progressing rapidly. Four 

separate factories were constructed at safe distances from each other, and in 

addition, laboratories, workshops, warehouses and hostels with 500 White and 

1500 Black men being housed. In 1896 the first locally produced dynamite rolled 

out of the factory on the 29th of June. By the end of that year most of the workers 

too were transferred over from Leeuwfontein to Modderfontein. Among the last to 

leave were Giuseppe Corna and his wife Giuseppina Cardagnotti, which was in 

March of 1897. There were about a hundred Italian workers at the time with a 

engineer in charge of them. Leeuwfontein which cost 200,000 pounds, gradually 

fell into disuse. To-day the area is called ''Eerste Fabriek'' in remembrance of the 

old establishment, the place becoming totally overgrown by long Highveld grass. 

The Modderfontein factory, the largest manufacturing plant at the time, gave rise 

to the Italian settlement in the suburb of Orange Grove, which was the closest to 

the factory. Many Italians decided in later years to settle there because, true to its 

name, it was filled with citrus trees, which had been introduced by Michele Angelo 

Zoccola. The suburb is still known to many South Africans as ''Little Italy''. 

Michele Angelo Zoccola was an exceptional person with a keen business sense. 

Born in Alessandria,Piedmont in 1859, he arrived in Johannesburg in 1888, finding 

a shanty town made of mostly wooden cabins. Zoccola had moved to England, 

when he was young, eventually managing hotels in London, Newcastle and 

Manchester. Due to the English climate he developed a persistent cough, and on 

medical advice recieved from his doctor decided to immigrate to the warmer 

climate of South Africa. Soon after his arrival he became manager of the Hight's 

Hotel in Johannesburg, and by the following year owner of the ''Grand National 

Hotel'', which became in a very short space of time, the finest hotel in the whole 

region. The Grand National soon became the meeting place for the cosmopolitan 

community of financers, mining engineers, adventurers and tourists who had 

moved in with the gold rush. Zoccola becoming wealthy in a short space of time 

bought a farm called ''Bergvlei''in the north-eastern suburb of Johannesburg, now 

known as ''Lombardy East'', calling it ''Lombardy Estate'', after the northern region 

of Italy.The Jukskei River well known in Johannesburg flows through that 

immediate area and was part of the farm. The estate 4,000 acres of undulating, 

uncultivated land was through hard work made fertile with Eucalyptus, Pine and 

Acacia trees planted acting as windbreakers and ornaments. Later planted fields of 

potato, grain and vegetables emerged. Soon vines for the first time in the 

''Transvaal Republiek'' appeared, flourishing along with the many fruit trees that 

were planted. Eventually the estate was able to produce more than it's needs of 

Zoccola's hotel, and soon wines and liqueurs for the first time became available in 

the town itself. 
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Zoccola while developing his own business soon was appointed councilor of the 

Witwatersrand Agricultural Society. He erected a castle shaped cellar, installing the 

latest and most expensive equipment, imported from Europe,  for the manufacture 

and preservation of wine. Here he was to receive many important guests, like the 

explorer Henry Morton Stanley in 1897, Lord Milner and even President Paul 

Kruger himself .The  farm was continually experimenting, introducing Olive Trees 

and Beehives for the first time. Then Zoccola managed to transform fossilized 

carbon into coke opening up new opportunities for mines, struggling with elevated 

costs of foundry coal at the time, after which he turned in 1896 to importing 

Carrara marble, supplying the flooring for the Modderfontein Dynamite Factory. 

After the Anglo-Boer War he became Johannesburg City Councilor in 1936. He 

passed away in 1938. He was much loved and respected by the Italian Community. 

Descendants of the Zoccola family are to be found in Cape Town today. 

The progress of the Italians in South Africa after the Anglo-Boer War was to 

continue, after the economic collapse. The country was again to build and flourish, 

thanks once again to the Italians who immigrated, and to-day generations later are 

still playing a vital role in the South Africa of today. 

Edoardo Daniele Villa 

One of the great Italian artists, who remained in South Africa 

after World War 11, was Edoardo Villa, born in Redona, near 

Bergamo, Lombardy in 1915. He studied at the Andrea Fontini 

Art School. While studying sculpture in Milan, I n 1939, Villa 

was conscripted for two years into the Italian army at the 

outbreak of World War II. By 1940 he was posted to North 

Africa, where he was injured and captured in Egypt by the 

English. Sometime between 1941 and 1942, he was shipped to 

South Africa where he then spent the next four years at the 

Zonderwater prisoner of war camp. Zonderwater was opened 

in February 1941 and by the end of 1942 and held 63 000 prisoners under the care 

of Colonel H.F. Prinsloo whose head was later sculpted in bronze by Villa for the 

military museum. After his release, Villa remained in South Africa where he 

continued his vocation as a sculptor. 

 From the early days of his youth, he showed signs of one day to become a great 

artistic person, whose work was to be admired by many. With the support of his 

mother, he was able to attend the local art academy. His dream was to progress and 

receive a bursary to be able to study further, but unfortunately he was called to do a 

2 year military service call-up, and was sent to Rome, where he took every 

opportunity to visit art galleries and study further. After his military service ended, 

he returned home, setting up his own workshop, where his first commission was a 

base relief for a family vault. Later for a second time, he received a military call-up - 
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this time it was active military service of the World War 11 period. During one of 

the ensuing battles in the Italian Tank Corps in North Africa, he was wounded and 

captured by the enemy, and later transported by ship as a ''Prisoner of War'', to 

South Africa. Soon in the concentration camp, he was able to continue with his 

artistic work, thanks to the commander Captain Henry Sonnabend who became 

very interested in his work. Modelling mostly with clay, whilst in detention, he 

received many awards that were bestowed on him. These certificates are still on 

display at the ''Prisoner of War Museum'' in Cullinan today. 

In 1943 as a result of the Armistice, Edoardo Villa elected to remain in South 

Africa. Two years later he moved into a room which was given to him by the 

supporting Bertramo family, where he continued with his artistic work, using his 

work tools that were provided by Capt. Sonnabend. 

Thereafter Villa moved to the Lupini Terarazzo Factory, where he was given 

employment as a designer for several base reliefs .The theme of this great creation 

was to be the ''Lupini brothers at work which was to be made and displayed on the 

outside wall of the factory in Johannesburg. Now displayed a the Edoardo Villa 

Museum at the University of Pretoria, which also houses a great number of his 

works. 

Soon he became interested in working with steel, which in time developed and 

combined with many different colors. Bright coolers were to become a 

characteristic of his works he created to the various sculptures. Each work was 

based around a theme, each one growing from a previous creation. One of his well-

known bronze sculptors is ''The Knot'', which is displayed on Tulbagh Square n the 

center city of Cape Town. He through the years developed his artistic skills, and has 

become known as one of the leading sculptors of his times in South Africa, putting 

much of his work for public display at various art galleries throughout the country. 

He received countless awards for his work, both in South Africa and abroad in 

many foreign countries in the field of artistic work, and was honored by the Italian 

Government, with the title ''Cavaliere dell' Ordine al Merito''.  

Edoardo Villa represented South Africa at the Venice Biennal on five occasions and 

he has received awards at the São Paulo Biennales of 1957 and 1959. He has 

exhibited in over a hundred shows in Italy, Europe, England, Israel, South 

America, Africa and the United States. 

In 1994/1995 Villa donated 140 small and 10 large works to the University of 

Pretoria. On 31 May 1995, to celebrate the artist's 80th birthday, the Edoardo Villa 

Museum was officially opened at the University of Pretoria, South Africa 
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Villa lived and worked at his home in Johannesburg, He was a friend of the artist 

and art collector, Vittorino Meneghelli and the author Jillian Becker and the 

architect, Monty Sack. Edoardo Villa Died in the Hospital on 1 May 2011 at age 95. 

''Armando Baldinelli'' - Mosaic Master Energized By Africa!''  

Armando Baldinelli, born on 13.9.1908 at Ancona, Italy. He 

began his studies at the ''Academy of Fine Arts '' in Rome, 

when he was 17 years old, and continued his studies at the 

Bologna Lyceum and the School of Advanced Art in Modena. 

By the age of 30 years old he became a regular participant in 

the Venice Biennale, while also exhibiting in Berlin, 

Budapest, and other cities throughout Italy. 

During World War Two, he was promoted to the rank of 

Captain, and was assigned to the Russian Front, when 

fortunately for him the war ended. Thereafter he continued 

with his work, and was soon exhibiting his work in Europe, the United States of 

America and the Far East. Then tragedy struck! His wife Gianna died, at the young 

age of 26 years old. Life in Italy started to fall apart for Armando, and with he 

political situation driving to the left of the road, he started to look abroad, with the 

intention of immigrating. Soon he met once again an old friend of his, who in 

Johannesburg was managing the Italian built, and most elegant ''Carlton Hotel’’. 

Soon after much thought he decided, this is the country he would like to live, and 

expand his talents. After a visit as advised by his friend, Armando was soon packing 

his bags. 

On arrival in Johannesburg with the help of his friend, he soon turned a bathroom 

that was available into a studio at the ''Carlton Hotel''. Thereafter he moved to the 

''Orange Grove Hotel'' in the north eastern suburbs of Johannesburg, where he 

soon was associating with other well-known artists like Edoardo Villa, and Pino 

Cataneo. Stimulated by the sunlight and the African landscape, that was more 

exciting and untamed than anything that had gone before in his lifetime thus far, 

he cast aside the convention way by which was taught, and started to experiment 

with new forms and techniques, using unorthodox materials, and using new 

methods of shaping and combining them into art. Instead of sticking to the 

traditional way of making mosaics with small uniform blocks of stone, he began 

incorporating bits of bottles and shells, which gave him his confidence to freely 

express his work. 

He was the first artist of substance in South Africa to create assemblages, 

transforming found objects, whatever came to hand, including bits of glass, 

driftwood, as well as old motorcar parts, into art. 
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As abstract and fantastical as his work became, there was nothing reckless, 

unthinking or uninformed about it. He was to say, ''Between reality and the canvas 

something goes through the soul, and that is the quality that people should see 

below the surface of the paintings''. 

Baldinelli was a small gregarious man with boundless energy, which gave him the 

hunger for passion and art, and the foresight to transform everything he laid his 

hands on into acceptable popular recognition. 

In South Africa from his arrival in 1953 his mosaics were commissioned for 

numerous buildings, including the ''Hyde Park Shopping Centre'', ''Oliver Tambo 

International Airport’ ‘then Jan Smuts International Airport) ; the old Transvaal 

Administration Building in Pretoria including the one in Pietermaritzburg; the 

foyer of Addington Hspital, Durban; plus the Military Academy at Saldanha 

Bay.Other works included the designed stained-glass windows for churches, such 

as the Catholic Seminary in Pretoria, for which he did the ''Stations of the Cross'', St 

Georges Presbyterian Church in Johannesburg and St, David's Anglican in 

Pietermaritzburg. 

Baldinelli was a very versatile artist who also did charcoal drawings, oil paintings, 

which included an enormous one for the State Theatre in Pretoria. Also he was 

competent in watercolors, stone paintings, wood carvings and frescoes, many of 

which are in galleries , private and corporate collections in Rome, Florence, Milan, 

Bologna, Venice, New York, London, Tokyo and South Africa. He died on 21st July, 

2002 in Johannesburg, R.S.A.. He is survived by his granddaughter Laura. 

The Opera Stars Awake! 

''In the wake of World War 1, and Italy getting involved on the Allied side against 

Germany and Austria, saw much activity of street collections taking place in 

support of the ''International Red Cross'', and soldiers as far as Australia arriving in 

Table Bay Harbour, Cape Town, which was their stop over base, before sailing in 

support of their comrades in arms , joining them in the bloody battles being fought 

there on the Western Front. A group of several dozen local Italian ladies  calling 

themselves ''The Slave Work Party'', who were directed by Donna Ines Rubbi, wife 

of the already established and well known builder Giuseppe Rubbi, scurrying 

around the streets of this South African ''Mother City'', managing to collect 

eventually in these hard times an amount of 5,000 English Pounds. Ines managing 

to group some twenty of the girls all dressed in the regional costume of Cadore, that 

reminded everyone of the war that was taking place, with Italy on the side of the 

Allies, defending the mountain range against the onslaught on their northern 

Alpine border. In the Gauteng Province area some 38,000 Lire was raised. with 

other contributions coming in from other parts of Africa, which amounted to an 

extra amount of 16,900 Lire available. 
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In Cape Town, a very young pianist, Albina Bini, and her sister Margherita, 

contributed greatly to the Allied War Effort, by organizing classical music concerts 

for Australian and New Zealand soldiers who stoppedover at the Wynberg Military 

Base, on the way to the Eastern Frontier, where their comrades were engaged 

against fighting Turkish troops fighting with the axis forces of Germany and 

Austria. These two girls became extremely popular, and they also held at the same 

time various concerts in favour of the various Italian war fund collections, which 

also included the Red Cross, which was chaired by a committee under the 

supervision of Professor Lorenzo Margottini. 

With the war ending in 1918, the ''Spanish Flu'' arrived in South Africa. The 

epidemic claimed the lives of half a million people of all races, with the Africans 

being hit the hardest. The ''Peace'' did not begin well for many. 

In 1925 the ''Choir of the Sistine Chapel'' arrived by ship in South Africa, who had a 

remarkable influence on the country. The choir consisted of capable professionals 

who had arrived from Australia, who were on a world tour, stopping over at 

Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town, where concerts were held. Thereafter the 

choir disbanded but three of its members namely Ernesto Ferri, Amadeo Burani 

and Giuseppe Paganelli. The first two mentioned singers decided to remain in 

Johannesburg, while the third Paganelli decided to take up residence in Cape 

Town. Being a tenor and composer of music graduate of the Pesaro Conservatory, 

he began giving singing lessons to students studying music, who wished to beter 

their owen voices. After a brief period he was offered a post of music teacher, at the 

South African College of Music, in the suburb of Rosebank, Cape Town. 

Albina in the meantime had married one of the well-known builders of Cape 

Town's sons, (Bergamasco), but was so impressed by the choir's performance, that 

she immediately shortly after his arrival in the city, knocking his door down. Aftger 

eighteen months of hard work, Paganelli succeeded in transforming the voice of 

Albina in such a way, that he was able to launch her career as ''Soprano Prima 

Donna'' in the Rossini Operetta, ''The Barber of Seville'', which was presented by 

himself at the Cape Town Opera House''. Other singing artists included Paganelli's 

pupils. This was an outstanding success, which was to lead to other productions, 

such as ''Don Pasquale'',''The Marriage of Figaro'',''La Traviata'', and ''Madame 

Butterfly''.In all these performances Albina filled the role of ''Prima Donna''. 

In the same period Giuseppe Manca, son of a Sicilian immigrant from Trapani, 

Italy, slowly becoming noted as well for his music talents as a composer in Cape 

Town.His first composition entitled ''Romanza d'Amore'', for piano only, was 

accepted and published in England in 1928. He was only 20 years old at the time.In 

the next two years following, he wrote three other new compositions namely, 

''Venetian Waters'', Hungarian Waltz'' and the ''Sevellita Tango'', all published in 
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London. Later all four compositions were later transcribed in a single score, and 

performed by the Cape Town Muncipal Orchestra'', where he was permanently 

employed. Manca was not a full time, but part leasure time musician, but never the 

less for his outstanding work he was later to receive a ''Honorary Doctor Degree'' by 

the University of Cape Town. In the 1950's Manca realising the talent of many of 

the people of colour's talent here, and their beautiful voices began putting a choir 

together which performed regulary at the Cape Town City Hall, which became very 

popular amongst all South African's of all races. Soon they became so well known, 

even abroad, that they were invited to perform in Edinburgh, Scotland.The choir is 

to-day still remembered to-day, and the bust of Giuseppe Manca stands  displayed 

at the Joseph Stone Theatre in Athlone, Cape Town. 

Another great opera Baritone was to arrive in South Africa, in a most unusual way. 

Gregorio Fiascanaro, born in Palermo, Sicily, but at a very young age moved to 

Genoa, Italy, where he was to remain and already at a early age of six years old 

already appeared in many productions at the Opera House in that city.Later he 

developed a Baritone voice, which brought him to appear as an opera principal, 

playing the role of Germont in ''La Traviata''. 

His singing career was interrupted by Italy's declaration of war, Instead of applying 

for exemption, which most top stage performers were entitled to do, being a 

qualified pilot he volunteered to join the Italian Air force, and was drafted with the 

rest of his squadron to East Africa. Here on a solo bombing raid on a enemy British 

base, his aircraft was shot down by two enemy fighter planes, and crashed landed. 

Severely wounded he was transported to Cairo, where he remained until he 

recovered well enough to be transported, like other Italian prisoners of war, to 

South Africa by ship. First they arrived at Durban, and then they were transported 

inland to the city of Pietermaritzburg. The Italian community of that city, in this 

time grew at a rapid pace, with the arrival of their countrymen, and people like 

Guido Raffaelle Monzali, one of the wealthiest businessmen of that area at the time, 

had many prisoners of war employed as house staff or working out on their 

farms.Living in tents, they were guarded by the Cape Coloured and Zulu Corps, at 

all times, many of them housed in the Mkondeni area, near the main road to 

Durban. The first batch arrived in 1941, and was docile, compared to the German 

prisoners of war, who forever scheming up ideas, and putting into practice how to 

escape, often using tunneling as their top method of practice in this regard. By 1943 

the inmates numbered some 5,000 prisoners. A booklet compiled by the camp 

Chaplain, Padre Giacomo Conte, bares witness to the stresses and boredom 

experienced by the Italians there. To Gregorio a week felt like a month. Unlike 

other prisoners of war in other countries like the Allied Prisoners of War in Italy 

and Germany, the Pietermaritzburg prisoners had no study material available, 

which was supplied by the Red Cross, the Vatican or South African Italian 
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Community. This only arrived at a later stage, which was to change the life of 

Gregorio Fiascanaro forever. Already lacking nutrition he was at a point where he 

no longer was able to sing, after already experienced the hot sub-tropical climate in 

summer of that area, and the biting cold winters, with continued rainfall. 

A variety of activities slowly took shape to keep the boredom away, with prisoners 

taking part in various sport activities, like football, tennis, athletics, boxing and 

palla a volo, a type of handball played with a net. Another option was handicrafts, 

capentry, tailoring and music, which suited Gregorio's fancy. Soon to arrive was an 

Italian Regimental band which had been captured en bloc, and the citizens of 

Pietermaritzburg readily donated instruments for them so to continue their interest 

in music. Soon a ''hut-cum hall' was built, with a tarpaulin roof, and with Gregorio 

Fiascanaro as their musical director plays and concerts soon were being performed, 

at the City Halls of Pietermaritzburg and Durban in aid of Red Cross funds. 

Gregorio was to regain his voice, and soon he too was once again like in Genoa 

singing solos. In Durban especially he soon became acquainted with the conductor 

of the Durban Orchestra, Edward Dunn. Also at these concerts he was to meet the 

love of his life, namely Mabel Brabant, who was to teach him to speak English.  

After Italy capitulated to the Allies, they were no longer the enemy, and an 

improvement relationship soon developed between the South Africans and 

themselves. Discipline became very lax, and soon with the camp guards at times 

turning a blind eye, they were able to barter food and the nearby Indian villages. 

Educational resources were soon emplaced and organized by the camp Chaplain. 

Many Italian Prisoners of War had only received a minimal education back home, 

so to assist them literacy classes were soon up and running for two hours each 

weekday evening, except when the timetable was disrupted by the requirement of 

camp classes were added with courses in language, literature, math and science. 

What was lacking to many of the prisoners was a place of worship, being all 

staunch Roman Catholics. The Chaplain made a suggestion in this regard, and in 

1943, after a ritual benediction of the first stone on the 2nd February was 

performed, the shale blocks were quarried two kilometers away, and hauled by 

human muscle power in makeshift carts to the building site. The local population 

was quite surprised to see this type of shale being used, as it had never occurred to 

them to make use of it for building purposes before. 

Major B.C. Knight of the camp staff arranged the basic tools which were needed, 

but there was still a problem as cement was in short supply owing to the war, so the 

mortar was made of mud and the scanty rations, was used only to 'point' the face of 

each wall. The Chaplain was to remark - ''Cemented more by the sweat of the 

laborers than by the virtue of the mortar''. The care with which the stone blocks 

were shaped and fitted together must be seen to be appreciated. After 13 months of 
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dedicated toil, the church was completed. Built in a style of its own, it is 17,3 metres 

in length, and 7,5 meters wide, and has a tower 9,5 meters high. The inscription at 

the entrance bares the name ''MATRI DIVINALE GRATIAE CAPTIVI ITALICI A 

MCMXLIV. Two lions pampant, sculptured by two of the prisoners was placed 

outside. The little church was inaugurated on the 19th of March, 1944, by the 

Apostolic Delegate, the Rt. Revd. Archbishop Van Gijlswik, and followed by a 

Pontifical Mass. Gregorio Fiascanaro due to the lack of music for the occasion, 

played a small harmonium . 

After the war finally ended Gregorio remained on in South Africa, and was soon 

invited by the ''South African Broadcasting Corporation'' to accompany them on 

their South African Tour. He thereafter studied further at the University of Cape 

Town, becoming later a Professor in Music, and the ''Father of Opera'' in South 

Africa. He was to write a book, his own biography, entitled '' I'd do it again!''. He 

and Mabel were soon married and another star and knight was soon to be born - 

''Marcello (March) Fiascanaro'', a world champion of the athletic track. 

Anna Maria Bocciarelli 

The first woman to be trained as a pilot 

in South Africa was Anna Maria 

Bocciarelli (Marie), daughter of Achille 

Bocciarelli, the well-known sculptor of 

Kimbereley, in the ''Diamond Capital 

City'' of South Africa in the very early 

1900's. 

To have been chosen as the launching ground for the South African Aviation Corps 

was a tremendous triumph for Kimbereley. Here was proof that the pioneering 

days were not yet over, and soon the local newspaper, the ''Diamond Field 

Advertiser'', was to announce that the inhabitants of the town would soon witness 

their diamonds flying in the skies overhead. 

Cecil Crompton Paterson of the ''Paterson Aviation Syndicate'', was contracted by 

General JC (Jannie) Smuts to provide training for 10 candidates to reach a level 

where they would qualify themselves for a FAI pilot's certificate. He was to utilise 

the famous Paterson bi-plane, as well as an experienced trainer from the ''Graham-

White School of Aviation'' at Hendon. Edward Wallace Cheeseman an Australian 

was chosen as the instructor, and soon thereafter the students arrived, at the newly 

established flying school at the nearby Alexanderfontein. They were GS Creed, J 

Clisdal, EC Emmet; GP Wallace, MS Wallace, BH Turner, M van Coller, KR van der 

Spuy, Hopkins and Solomon. Lieutenant Dunlop was to later to join the group as 

well. Kenneth van der Spuy , eventuall became Head of the South African Air force. 
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When asked at the time how one learns to become a pilot, he was to say. ''You learn 

to fly. He said, as you learn to ride a bicycle''. 

Anna Maria Bocciarelli, influenced by the activity in Europe of the ''Women 

Liberation Movements'' joined the group as a ''Private Student'', with Paterson's 

mechanic Arthur Turner at the same time, after a strict selection test they both had 

to undergo. Together the 13 trainees were put through a vigorous course of 

training. Lectures and training sessions included all aspects of flying and practical 

mechanics were the order of the day. 

On the 11th of October, 1913 tragedy struck. Cheeseman's aircraft encountered a 

tremendous air pocket and crashed with a student on board. Although injuries to 

both student cadet pilot and trainer were slight, Cheeseman died a few days later, 

his body weakened from the malaria disease which he was still recovering from. 

The news of Cheeseman's death came as a great shock to his students, including 

Anna Maria, who had been one of the first to rush to the aircraft after it crashed. 

Despite this shock she went on and completed the course with flying colors. 

Later the whole family returned to Italy, and was sadly never heard of again. What 

does remain on record though is the colorful black and white photos Anna Maria's 

first pioneering flying group, including herself, which are preserved at the 

Alexander Museum in Kimbereley, as well as the statue on top of the roof of the 

building, of which she was the model for her father's marble sculptor work, still to 

be seen to-day. 

Domenico Chiochetti 

They were Italian prisoners of war, ordered to build barriers to 

prevent invasion by enemy forces during World War 2, but their 

faith and their vision remained indomitable. Using scrap metal, 

old meat tins, leftover lumps of concrete and anything else they 

could lay their hands on, they constructed a magnificent work of 

art that is lovingly preserved to this day. 

The Italian Chapel at Lamb Holm in Orkney. Scotland, UK. It all 

started in the summer of 1941 - just a few months before Pearl 

Harbor - when Britain had already been at war for two long years. Around 500 

Italian soldiers, captured during the North Africa campaign, were shipped up to 

Orkney to build the Churchill Barriers. These were a vital measure to secure the 

eastern entrance to Scapa Flow, where the British Home Fleet was based. They 

consisted of four causeways, linking Orkney Mainland to the island of South 

Ronaldsay via Burray, Lamb Holm and Gimps Holm islands. Massive blocks of 

reinforced concrete, submerged in the water, blocked the passage of any German U 
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boats, which had already managed to sink the Royal Oak, resulting in the loss of 

more than 800 lives.  

Within weeks of their arrival, a quite extraordinary thing happened. The prisoners 

went on strike! They did return to work but their morale was at rock bottom. 

Depression, despair, homesickness, took their toll and they all longed for some 

purpose in life. 

The 'miracle' began when a priest arrived in September 1943. The British officials 

agreed to construct two Nissan huts, end to end, and allow the prisoners to create a 

chapel for their worship. The chief architect of this was a gifted painter called 

Domenico Chiocchetti, who began work later in 1943. Among the prisoners were 

some skilled artisans, including a cement worker, an electrician and a blacksmith, 

but it was Chiocchetti who created the exquisite paintings. 

Work began with concealing the corrugated iron of the hut behind plasterboard. 

Bruttapasta, the cement worker, fashioned the altar, altar rail and holy water stoop 

out of leftover concrete from the barriers, while Palumbo used his blacksmith skills 

to fashion an ornate wrought iron rood-screen, out of scrap metal. Lanterns were 

fashioned out of old bully beef tins and fellow prisoners sent their cigarette money 

to an Exeter firm to pay for two heavy gold curtains to hang either side of the 

sanctuary. 

The project turned enemies into friends and the concrete foundations of the chapel 

were supplied by Balfour Beatty, while a local Orkney artist donated brushes and 

paints. 
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The local people took the chapel to their hearts but by 1958, deterioration was 

noticeable. A preservation committee was set up, with an appeal for funds and, in 

1960, Chiochetti was traced to his home in Moena and invited to return to restore 

his artwork.  

Giuseppe Manca 

Giuseppe Manca was born in 1908 in Cape Town, died 1986. He was employed at 

the Treasury Department of the Cape Town Muncipality. He was an accountant by 

profession. Received 7 honors from many countries regarding his musical 

compositions. In 1963 he received his Honorary Doctorate. The name of the 

Coloured people’s group he formed was called the Eoan Group (Greek meaning 

''The Rising Dawn'' In 1971 he underwent a successful heart operation under the 

competent hands of Professor Chris Barnard, the world renowned specialist at 

Groote Schuur Hospital. On his mother's side - the Cassisa side, he is related to 

Italian film actress Claudia Cardinale. His two brothers are Turre and Angelo 

Manca. The family still in Cape Town to this very day.  
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Angelo Gobbato  

Angelo Gobbato is the Chief Executive Officer of Cape Town 

Opera. He is the Director of the University of Cape Town Opera 

School as well as Full Professor of the University of Cape Town. 

Gobbato is an Associate Professor at the University Cape Town. 

Bass-baritone and director, born 5 July 1943 (Milan, Italy) 

Angelo Gobbato is widely acknowledged as having helped opera 

to flourish in South Africa and garner international interest and 

recognition. Having begun his operatic career as a bass Gobbato 

went on to become a highly successful opera director, taking South African 

productions to appreciative audiences around the world. As Director of the UCT 

Opera School - from 1982 to 2008 - he spearheaded the transformation of opera, 

turning CAPAB’s Opera Department into Cape Town Opera, the first independent 

professional opera company in Southern Africa. His programmes have broken 

boundaries, bringing opera to the new audiences and fostering exceptional operatic 

talent. 

Gobbato has received many awards; a Merit Award from the department of Arts, 

Culture and Heritage of the Western Cape in recognition of his outstanding 

achievement in and contribution to the performing Arts; the title "Cavaliere 

nell'ordine al merito della Repubblica Italiana" by the Italian Government; 

the Western Cape Premier’s Award for Special Contribution to the Cultural life of 

the Western Cape; the Khula Award for music and an Honorary Doctorate from 

UCT for his contribution to the transformation of the vocal arts in South Africa. 

Upon his retirement, UCT granted him the title of “Emeritus Professor”. 

Fidelio, Beethoven’s only opera, reflects a struggle for political liberty and has 

relevance to the political history of South Africa. Gobbato’s modern-day production 

of Fidelio was set in Robben Island and tells the story of how Leonore, disguised as 

a prison guard named "Fidelio", rescues her husband Florestan from death in the 

political prison. This production introduced opera to South Africans that had never 

before been exposed to the art form. 

Italian born Angelo Gobbato is resident in South Africa.  He studied the piano and 

singing privately while reading science at the University of Cape Town.  His singing 

teachers were Albina Bini, Adelheid Armhold and Frederick Dalberg in Cape Town 

and, in 1965-6, Carlo Tagliabue and Anna Pistolesi in Milan. 

He made his debut as Kecal (The Bartered Bride) in Cape Town in 1965. 
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Gobbato is best known for buffo roles such as Dr Bartolo (Il Barbiere di Siviglia), 

Don Pasquale and Figaro (Rossini and Mozart).  He was awarded the first 

Nederburg Prize for opera in 1971 for his portrayal of Papageno. 

He was resident producer at the Nico Malan Opera House in Cape Town, 1976-81, 

and head of the opera school of the University of Cape Town, 1982-8. 

In 1989 he was appointed director of opera for the Cape Performing Arts Board.  

He has directed - mainly from the Italian repertory - for all the arts councils in 

South Africa.  

Special Thanks 

A special thanks goes to the police officer, Chief Inspector 

Stasio Felice, who helped me find my family in Italy.   

The family Martinaglia native of Genoa, Italy, transferred in 

Sardinia in Alghero in the first half of the century XVII with 

Francesco, contractor of wheat trade. He married a Ferret and 

in 1659 obtained the hereditary knighthood. In 1640 his son 

Augustino had the Sardinian town nationality and in 1643 the 

nobility. Information'' Heraldry’s Institute of Rome” 

 

 

Martinaglia Coat of Arms 
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